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Motivating Example: Detecting Getter Methods
3

Should detect getter methods in an imaginary✲ LMP language. 

✲ any similarities with Soul minus the 
extensions I’m about to present are 
purely incidental and unintentional ;)

B. Unification based on semantic analysis

As most object-oriented parsers use a distinct object for
otherwise structurally indistinguishable nodes, logic program
queries often include conditions overcoming SOUL’s strin-
gent identity-based comparison of parse tree nodes. Queries
involving method selector comparisons, for instance, always
comprise conditions comparing the identifiers those selectors
encapsulate.

It is therefore tempting to override the identity-based de-
fault unification between SimpleName instances to obsolete
such recurring conditions. However, method declarations do
not account for all potential parent nodes of SimpleName
instances. Relying on an identifier-based structural comparison
of names could therefore lead to incorrect or incomplete
results. Variable references whose identifiers agree, can still
reference a completely different declaration depending on the
scope they reside in. Depending on its compilation unit’s
imports, a simple name can moreover denote the same type as
a qualified name. Without explicit support for these complex
resolutions, it is unlikely that a user’s query resolves to
both sound and complete results. Indeed, such resolutions are
traditionally performed during a compiler’s semantic analysis
phase.

However, including the results of a semantic analysis in
the logic reification of the program under investigation isn’t
a viable option as few application programmers are familiar
with its intricate details. Truly declarative program queries
are only concerned with a program’s entities, leaving any
operational details about their matching to the language’s
problem solving strategy. We therefore extend SOUL’s default
unification scheme with a comparison between different types
of parse tree nodes based on the entities they denote according
to a semantic analysis.

1) The unification extension: Eclipse provides the results
of its semantic analysis through a resolveBinding()
method defined on particular parse tree nodes. This method
returns a representation of the named program entity the node
resolves to under its project’s build settings. Fully-resolved
representations are available for packages, types, methods and
the various sorts of variables. Again, not wanting to burden
end-users with these details, we let the unification scheme
compare the different ASTNode instances for them instead.

The actual comparison is straightforward for most kinds of
nodes. Types are for instance deemed equal if they resolve
to the same entity. This takes care of the aforementioned
difference between fully qualified types and types whose res-
olution depends on package imports. As the next section will
demonstrate, it is also convenient to deem type declarations
and type references equal if their resolved entities are the same.
The same goes for comparing names with field declarations.

Equality among names is somewhat more involved. Natu-
rally, names are deemed equal if they refer to the same entity
according to the semantic analysis which takes scoping rules
into account. However, identifier-based comparisons are still
attempted for names referring to entities of a different kind.

1 package p;
2 public class C {
3 private Integer f;
4 public C(Integer g) {
5 f = g;}
6 public C(p.C other) {
7 f = other.f;}
8 public Integer notGettingF(Integer f) {
9 return f; }

10 public java.lang.Integer getF() {
11 return f;}
12 }

Fig. 5. A Java compilation unit in package p declaring a class with an an
ad-hoc copy constructor and one actual getter method.

This is for instance necessary in queries identifying methods
named after the class they are declared in.

2) The extension in practice: In practice, a unification pro-
cedure has a profound impact on both the conciseness of logic
rules and the correctness of their resolutions. The following
rule expresses what it means for a method declaration ?m to
declare a getter method for one of the variable declaration
fragments2 ?g of a field declaration ?f in the class ?c. Its
final conditions state that such a method resides in the same
class as the field declaration and contains a statement returning
an expression that has to unify with the field declaration
fragment’s name:

1 ?m getsFragment: ?g ofFieldDeclaration: ?f in: ?c if
2 ?f isFieldDeclarationInClassDeclaration: ?c,
3 ?f fieldDeclarationHasFragment: ?g,
4 ?g variableDeclarationFragmentHasName: ?name,
5 ?m isMethodDeclarationInClassDeclaration: ?c
6 ?m methodDeclarationHasBody: block(?s),
7 ?s contains: returnStatement(?name)

SOUL’s default unification procedure would result in
queries involving the predicate defined above to fail since any
candidate field declaration and return statement simply con-
tain different SimpleName instances. A custom unification
procedure based on the equality of both instance’s identifiers
would on the other hand return false positives such as the
notGettingF(Integer) method depicted in Figure 5.
While its return statement’s expression agrees identifier-wise
with the protected field, its parameter shadows the field’s
name in reality. Finally, getF() is correctly identified as
the class’s single getter method by the unification procedure
that relies on semantic analysis for object comparison. In fact,
as this comparison is also specified between names and field
declaration fragments, it allows for a more concise rule that
omits line 4 and has ?g substitute for the remaining variable
?name .

Likewise, the following logic rule relies on the unification
between class declarations, simple names and types to succeed.
It identifies ad-hoc copy constructors which are often the cause
of subtle bugs involving a shallow copy where a deep copy was
intended instead. The heuristic it employs marks a method as
a possible copy constructor if its selector comprises the name
of its declaring class and a single parameter of the type that

2Note that Java allows multiple fields of the same type to be declared in
one declaration.
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B. Unification based on semantic analysis

As most object-oriented parsers use a distinct object for
otherwise structurally indistinguishable nodes, logic program
queries often include conditions overcoming SOUL’s strin-
gent identity-based comparison of parse tree nodes. Queries
involving method selector comparisons, for instance, always
comprise conditions comparing the identifiers those selectors
encapsulate.

It is therefore tempting to override the identity-based de-
fault unification between SimpleName instances to obsolete
such recurring conditions. However, method declarations do
not account for all potential parent nodes of SimpleName
instances. Relying on an identifier-based structural comparison
of names could therefore lead to incorrect or incomplete
results. Variable references whose identifiers agree, can still
reference a completely different declaration depending on the
scope they reside in. Depending on its compilation unit’s
imports, a simple name can moreover denote the same type as
a qualified name. Without explicit support for these complex
resolutions, it is unlikely that a user’s query resolves to
both sound and complete results. Indeed, such resolutions are
traditionally performed during a compiler’s semantic analysis
phase.

However, including the results of a semantic analysis in
the logic reification of the program under investigation isn’t
a viable option as few application programmers are familiar
with its intricate details. Truly declarative program queries
are only concerned with a program’s entities, leaving any
operational details about their matching to the language’s
problem solving strategy. We therefore extend SOUL’s default
unification scheme with a comparison between different types
of parse tree nodes based on the entities they denote according
to a semantic analysis.

1) The unification extension: Eclipse provides the results
of its semantic analysis through a resolveBinding()
method defined on particular parse tree nodes. This method
returns a representation of the named program entity the node
resolves to under its project’s build settings. Fully-resolved
representations are available for packages, types, methods and
the various sorts of variables. Again, not wanting to burden
end-users with these details, we let the unification scheme
compare the different ASTNode instances for them instead.

The actual comparison is straightforward for most kinds of
nodes. Types are for instance deemed equal if they resolve
to the same entity. This takes care of the aforementioned
difference between fully qualified types and types whose res-
olution depends on package imports. As the next section will
demonstrate, it is also convenient to deem type declarations
and type references equal if their resolved entities are the same.
The same goes for comparing names with field declarations.

Equality among names is somewhat more involved. Natu-
rally, names are deemed equal if they refer to the same entity
according to the semantic analysis which takes scoping rules
into account. However, identifier-based comparisons are still
attempted for names referring to entities of a different kind.

1 package p;
2 public class C {
3 private Integer f;
4 public C(Integer g) {
5 f = g;}
6 public C(p.C other) {
7 f = other.f;}
8 public Integer notGettingF(Integer f) {
9 return f; }

10 public java.lang.Integer getF() {
11 return f;}
12 }

Fig. 5. A Java compilation unit in package p declaring a class with an an
ad-hoc copy constructor and one actual getter method.

This is for instance necessary in queries identifying methods
named after the class they are declared in.

2) The extension in practice: In practice, a unification pro-
cedure has a profound impact on both the conciseness of logic
rules and the correctness of their resolutions. The following
rule expresses what it means for a method declaration ?m to
declare a getter method for one of the variable declaration
fragments2 ?g of a field declaration ?f in the class ?c. Its
final conditions state that such a method resides in the same
class as the field declaration and contains a statement returning
an expression that has to unify with the field declaration
fragment’s name:

1 ?m getsFragment: ?g ofFieldDeclaration: ?f in: ?c if
2 ?f isFieldDeclarationInClassDeclaration: ?c,
3 ?f fieldDeclarationHasFragment: ?g,
4 ?g variableDeclarationFragmentHasName: ?name,
5 ?m isMethodDeclarationInClassDeclaration: ?c
6 ?m methodDeclarationHasBody: block(?s),
7 ?s contains: returnStatement(?name)

SOUL’s default unification procedure would result in
queries involving the predicate defined above to fail since any
candidate field declaration and return statement simply con-
tain different SimpleName instances. A custom unification
procedure based on the equality of both instance’s identifiers
would on the other hand return false positives such as the
notGettingF(Integer) method depicted in Figure 5.
While its return statement’s expression agrees identifier-wise
with the protected field, its parameter shadows the field’s
name in reality. Finally, getF() is correctly identified as
the class’s single getter method by the unification procedure
that relies on semantic analysis for object comparison. In fact,
as this comparison is also specified between names and field
declaration fragments, it allows for a more concise rule that
omits line 4 and has ?g substitute for the remaining variable
?name .

Likewise, the following logic rule relies on the unification
between class declarations, simple names and types to succeed.
It identifies ad-hoc copy constructors which are often the cause
of subtle bugs involving a shallow copy where a deep copy was
intended instead. The heuristic it employs marks a method as
a possible copy constructor if its selector comprises the name
of its declaring class and a single parameter of the type that

2Note that Java allows multiple fields of the same type to be declared in
one declaration.

class Y {
 private X var;
 public X getVar() {
  return var;
 }
}
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B. Unification based on semantic analysis

As most object-oriented parsers use a distinct object for
otherwise structurally indistinguishable nodes, logic program
queries often include conditions overcoming SOUL’s strin-
gent identity-based comparison of parse tree nodes. Queries
involving method selector comparisons, for instance, always
comprise conditions comparing the identifiers those selectors
encapsulate.

It is therefore tempting to override the identity-based de-
fault unification between SimpleName instances to obsolete
such recurring conditions. However, method declarations do
not account for all potential parent nodes of SimpleName
instances. Relying on an identifier-based structural comparison
of names could therefore lead to incorrect or incomplete
results. Variable references whose identifiers agree, can still
reference a completely different declaration depending on the
scope they reside in. Depending on its compilation unit’s
imports, a simple name can moreover denote the same type as
a qualified name. Without explicit support for these complex
resolutions, it is unlikely that a user’s query resolves to
both sound and complete results. Indeed, such resolutions are
traditionally performed during a compiler’s semantic analysis
phase.

However, including the results of a semantic analysis in
the logic reification of the program under investigation isn’t
a viable option as few application programmers are familiar
with its intricate details. Truly declarative program queries
are only concerned with a program’s entities, leaving any
operational details about their matching to the language’s
problem solving strategy. We therefore extend SOUL’s default
unification scheme with a comparison between different types
of parse tree nodes based on the entities they denote according
to a semantic analysis.

1) The unification extension: Eclipse provides the results
of its semantic analysis through a resolveBinding()
method defined on particular parse tree nodes. This method
returns a representation of the named program entity the node
resolves to under its project’s build settings. Fully-resolved
representations are available for packages, types, methods and
the various sorts of variables. Again, not wanting to burden
end-users with these details, we let the unification scheme
compare the different ASTNode instances for them instead.

The actual comparison is straightforward for most kinds of
nodes. Types are for instance deemed equal if they resolve
to the same entity. This takes care of the aforementioned
difference between fully qualified types and types whose res-
olution depends on package imports. As the next section will
demonstrate, it is also convenient to deem type declarations
and type references equal if their resolved entities are the same.
The same goes for comparing names with field declarations.

Equality among names is somewhat more involved. Natu-
rally, names are deemed equal if they refer to the same entity
according to the semantic analysis which takes scoping rules
into account. However, identifier-based comparisons are still
attempted for names referring to entities of a different kind.

1 package p;
2 public class C {
3 private Integer f;
4 public C(Integer g) {
5 f = g;}
6 public C(p.C other) {
7 f = other.f;}
8 public Integer notGettingF(Integer f) {
9 return f; }

10 public java.lang.Integer getF() {
11 return f;}
12 }

Fig. 5. A Java compilation unit in package p declaring a class with an an
ad-hoc copy constructor and one actual getter method.

This is for instance necessary in queries identifying methods
named after the class they are declared in.

2) The extension in practice: In practice, a unification pro-
cedure has a profound impact on both the conciseness of logic
rules and the correctness of their resolutions. The following
rule expresses what it means for a method declaration ?m to
declare a getter method for one of the variable declaration
fragments2 ?g of a field declaration ?f in the class ?c. Its
final conditions state that such a method resides in the same
class as the field declaration and contains a statement returning
an expression that has to unify with the field declaration
fragment’s name:

1 ?m getsFragment: ?g ofFieldDeclaration: ?f in: ?c if
2 ?f isFieldDeclarationInClassDeclaration: ?c,
3 ?f fieldDeclarationHasFragment: ?g,
4 ?g variableDeclarationFragmentHasName: ?name,
5 ?m isMethodDeclarationInClassDeclaration: ?c
6 ?m methodDeclarationHasBody: block(?s),
7 ?s contains: returnStatement(?name)

SOUL’s default unification procedure would result in
queries involving the predicate defined above to fail since any
candidate field declaration and return statement simply con-
tain different SimpleName instances. A custom unification
procedure based on the equality of both instance’s identifiers
would on the other hand return false positives such as the
notGettingF(Integer) method depicted in Figure 5.
While its return statement’s expression agrees identifier-wise
with the protected field, its parameter shadows the field’s
name in reality. Finally, getF() is correctly identified as
the class’s single getter method by the unification procedure
that relies on semantic analysis for object comparison. In fact,
as this comparison is also specified between names and field
declaration fragments, it allows for a more concise rule that
omits line 4 and has ?g substitute for the remaining variable
?name .

Likewise, the following logic rule relies on the unification
between class declarations, simple names and types to succeed.
It identifies ad-hoc copy constructors which are often the cause
of subtle bugs involving a shallow copy where a deep copy was
intended instead. The heuristic it employs marks a method as
a possible copy constructor if its selector comprises the name
of its declaring class and a single parameter of the type that

2Note that Java allows multiple fields of the same type to be declared in
one declaration.

class Y {
 private X var;
 private Y self() {

return this;
 }
 public X getVar() {
  return this.self().var;
 }
}

class Y {
 private X var;
 public X getVar() {
  return var;
 }
}
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otherwise structurally indistinguishable nodes, logic program
queries often include conditions overcoming SOUL’s strin-
gent identity-based comparison of parse tree nodes. Queries
involving method selector comparisons, for instance, always
comprise conditions comparing the identifiers those selectors
encapsulate.

It is therefore tempting to override the identity-based de-
fault unification between SimpleName instances to obsolete
such recurring conditions. However, method declarations do
not account for all potential parent nodes of SimpleName
instances. Relying on an identifier-based structural comparison
of names could therefore lead to incorrect or incomplete
results. Variable references whose identifiers agree, can still
reference a completely different declaration depending on the
scope they reside in. Depending on its compilation unit’s
imports, a simple name can moreover denote the same type as
a qualified name. Without explicit support for these complex
resolutions, it is unlikely that a user’s query resolves to
both sound and complete results. Indeed, such resolutions are
traditionally performed during a compiler’s semantic analysis
phase.

However, including the results of a semantic analysis in
the logic reification of the program under investigation isn’t
a viable option as few application programmers are familiar
with its intricate details. Truly declarative program queries
are only concerned with a program’s entities, leaving any
operational details about their matching to the language’s
problem solving strategy. We therefore extend SOUL’s default
unification scheme with a comparison between different types
of parse tree nodes based on the entities they denote according
to a semantic analysis.

1) The unification extension: Eclipse provides the results
of its semantic analysis through a resolveBinding()
method defined on particular parse tree nodes. This method
returns a representation of the named program entity the node
resolves to under its project’s build settings. Fully-resolved
representations are available for packages, types, methods and
the various sorts of variables. Again, not wanting to burden
end-users with these details, we let the unification scheme
compare the different ASTNode instances for them instead.

The actual comparison is straightforward for most kinds of
nodes. Types are for instance deemed equal if they resolve
to the same entity. This takes care of the aforementioned
difference between fully qualified types and types whose res-
olution depends on package imports. As the next section will
demonstrate, it is also convenient to deem type declarations
and type references equal if their resolved entities are the same.
The same goes for comparing names with field declarations.

Equality among names is somewhat more involved. Natu-
rally, names are deemed equal if they refer to the same entity
according to the semantic analysis which takes scoping rules
into account. However, identifier-based comparisons are still
attempted for names referring to entities of a different kind.

1 package p;
2 public class C {
3 private Integer f;
4 public C(Integer g) {
5 f = g;}
6 public C(p.C other) {
7 f = other.f;}
8 public Integer notGettingF(Integer f) {
9 return f; }

10 public java.lang.Integer getF() {
11 return f;}
12 }

Fig. 5. A Java compilation unit in package p declaring a class with an an
ad-hoc copy constructor and one actual getter method.

This is for instance necessary in queries identifying methods
named after the class they are declared in.

2) The extension in practice: In practice, a unification pro-
cedure has a profound impact on both the conciseness of logic
rules and the correctness of their resolutions. The following
rule expresses what it means for a method declaration ?m to
declare a getter method for one of the variable declaration
fragments2 ?g of a field declaration ?f in the class ?c. Its
final conditions state that such a method resides in the same
class as the field declaration and contains a statement returning
an expression that has to unify with the field declaration
fragment’s name:

1 ?m getsFragment: ?g ofFieldDeclaration: ?f in: ?c if
2 ?f isFieldDeclarationInClassDeclaration: ?c,
3 ?f fieldDeclarationHasFragment: ?g,
4 ?g variableDeclarationFragmentHasName: ?name,
5 ?m isMethodDeclarationInClassDeclaration: ?c
6 ?m methodDeclarationHasBody: block(?s),
7 ?s contains: returnStatement(?name)

SOUL’s default unification procedure would result in
queries involving the predicate defined above to fail since any
candidate field declaration and return statement simply con-
tain different SimpleName instances. A custom unification
procedure based on the equality of both instance’s identifiers
would on the other hand return false positives such as the
notGettingF(Integer) method depicted in Figure 5.
While its return statement’s expression agrees identifier-wise
with the protected field, its parameter shadows the field’s
name in reality. Finally, getF() is correctly identified as
the class’s single getter method by the unification procedure
that relies on semantic analysis for object comparison. In fact,
as this comparison is also specified between names and field
declaration fragments, it allows for a more concise rule that
omits line 4 and has ?g substitute for the remaining variable
?name .

Likewise, the following logic rule relies on the unification
between class declarations, simple names and types to succeed.
It identifies ad-hoc copy constructors which are often the cause
of subtle bugs involving a shallow copy where a deep copy was
intended instead. The heuristic it employs marks a method as
a possible copy constructor if its selector comprises the name
of its declaring class and a single parameter of the type that

2Note that Java allows multiple fields of the same type to be declared in
one declaration.

class Y {
 private X var;
 private Y self() {

return this;
 }
 public X getVar() {
  return this.self().var;
 }
}

class Y {
 private X var;
 public X getVar() {
  return var;
 }
}

class Y {
 private X var;
 public X notGetVar(X var) {
  return var;
 }
} ✗
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public Integer gethour() { 
   return this.hour; 
} 
public Integer gethourlazy() { 
   if(hour==null) 
	   hour = this.currentHour(); 
   return hour; 
} 
public Integer getBuffer() { 
   Integer temp; 
   temp = this.self().buffer; 
   return temp; 
} 

So, instead ..
5

private Integer hour;
private Integer buffer;

public void sethour(Integer i) {
if(i.intValue()<0 || i.intValue()>23) {

// do something
} else {

hour = i;
this.notifyDependents();

}
}

public Integer gethour() {
return hour;

}

public Integer gethourlazy() {
if(hour==null)

hour = this.currentHour();
return hour;

}

public Integer gethourlazytoo() {
if(hour==null) {

hour = this.currentHour();
return hour;

}
else

return hour;
}

public Integer getBuffer() {
Integer temp;
temp = buffer;
buffer = null;
return temp;

}

public boolean setBuffer(Integer i) {
if(buffer==null) {

buffer = i;
return true;

}
else return false;

}

Figure 10. Some typical accessor methods.

detected as those methods that assign their sole argument to the a
private field, and the type of the argument needs to be identical to
the type of the field.

These queries can be further refined with additional constraints
that verify the naming conventions or other possible coding conven-
tions that are agreed upon by the development team. Furthermore,
a tool can use the results of these queries to verify if all direct field
accesses occur in a method that is detected as an accessor method.

3.2 Finding “Inadvertent Invocation on null” bugs
A software development environment often signals the developers
about incorrect syntax, inexistent method names, incorrect variable
references, etc. Many development environments are even extensi-
ble in the sense that they permit to write plugins that can produce
additional warnings which are otherwise only detected at compile-
time or even at run-time. One such a run-time error is the invocation
of a message on the null value. Such an error typically occurs in
systems that use the null value as a special return value, indicat-
ing specific events. Figure 12 illustrates some code that features this

1 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){
2 class ?c {
3 private ?type ?field;
4 public ?type ?name() { return ?field; }
5 }
6 }

8 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){
9 class ?c {

10 private ?type ?field;
11 public ?rt ?name(?type ?var) { ?field = ?var; }
12 }
13 }

Figure 11. Detect accessor methods

1 public void willSendToNull(Integer x) {
2 if (x == null)
3 this.performOperation(x);
4 }

6 private void performOperation(Integer y) {
7 y.floatValue();
8 }

Figure 12. Inadvertent method invocation on null.

1 if jtStatement(?stat){
2 if( x == null) x.?message();
3 },
4 not(jtStatement(?stat){
5 if( x == null) {x = ?exp; x.?message();}
6 }),
7 javaMethodContainsStatement(?method,?stat)

Figure 13. Detect method invocations on null.

bug. In order to prevent such errors as much as possible, we can use
our approach as a plugin to a development environment and let the
developers write a set of queries that try to detect such errors.

Figure 13 shows a query that can detect the inadvertent invo-
cations on the null value. It detects these by finding all method
invocations on variables that are guaranteed to contain a null value.
First, line 1 detects all the method invocations on a variable x in
the then-branch of an if-statement that contains the condition
(x==null). Next, the second line filters all found statements such
that only those statements in which an assign to the variable x does
not occur in-between the condition and the method invocation on x.
In other words, we are not interested in finding those places in the
code where the variable is assigned a value after the null-check,
because that is typically what developers would do in the then-
branch of such a condition. However, if a developer fails to do so,
the query will detect this as a possible bug and warn him or her.
Finally, the last line retrieves the method in which the statement
occurs, which facilitates finding the statement that leads to the bug.

Once again, we are able to express the simplest implementation
of the pattern we wish to detect in the source code and rely on
our matching algorithm to detect all similar implementations. In
particular, this query shows how the combination of structural and
behavioral matching is necessary to easily detect certain patterns.
First of all, the structural matching allows us to match the condition
in an if-statement. Next, we need behavioral matching to detect
any method invocation in the entire control-flow of the then-
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2.3.2 Expression Templates
Figure 7 lists a number of logic queries involving source code
templates for Java expressions. Once more, the argument of the
jtExpression/1 predicate will be bound to those expressions
from the actual base program matching the concrete syntax ele-
ments between the template’s braces. While these elements must
adhere to the Expression production rule in the Java grammar,
logic variables are allowed as placeholders for productions orig-
inating from a non-terminal in the production rule. As the first
example query illustrates, a logic variable is also allowed as the
single element between a template’s source code braces. In this
case, the variable ?expression will match any expression in the pro-
gram under investigation. The logic queries on lines 3–8 all involve
source code templates matching cast expressions. The first query
will match any cast to the Object class, binding the logic variable
?e to the expression whose value is being cast. The second query
recognizes only casts to a class found in the base program’s source
code. For this it relies on the class/1 predicate from the structural
meta model to restrict the template’s ?type variable. The query on
lines 7–8 will in contrast only report casts to a type of a field dec-
laration in the base program. The logic variable ?expression in the
query on line 10 will be bound to field access expressions whose
base corresponds to the value of the variable ?x and field corre-
sponds to the value of the variable ?f. Likewise, the query on lines
11–12 will report only accesses to expressions recognized by the
template on line 11 as matching the this special variable. In so-
lutions to both of the queries on lines 14–16, the logic variable ?e
will always be bound to expressions creating an instance of the
Integer class. However, the value of the ?argument variable in
solutions to the first query will match the instance creation expres-
sion’s single argument expression. The value of the ?argumentList
variable will however be a singleton list containing this argument
expression. The template differentiates between both cases on the
basis of a List-suffix naming convention for logic variables. Fi-
nally, lines 18–20 contain examples of templates matching method
invocation expressions. The first template matches all this-sends
of a message with name ?selector and argument list ?argumentList.
The second template matches only two-argument message sends of
?selector to any receiving expression ?receiver, binding the first
argument expression to the logic variable ?a1 and the second ar-
gument expression to the logic variable ?a2. The template on the
last line will match any two-argument sends where the second ar-
gument expression is a cast of an expression ?e2 to a type ?type.

2.3.3 Declaration Templates
Figure 8 concludes our discussion on the syntax of the new logic
source code template construct. It lists a number of example queries
involving the three remaining types of templates we haven’t dis-
cussed yet: class declarations, field declarations and method dec-
larations. In solutions to the first logic query, the logic variable ?c
will be bound to the java.lang.Object class. Solutions to the
second query will comprise all class ?c - superclass ?super pairs in
the queried base program. The query on line 4 illustrates a property
of the logic variables in source code templates we haven’t encoun-
tered before: they might function as placeholders for productions
from multiple non-terminals in a production rule. In this case, the
logic variable ?member in the body of a class ?c might represent
a field declaration or a method declaration or even an inner class.
The source code template in the query on line 5 is an example of a
“recursive” template. It will match any class having a public field
?f of its own type. The query on line 7 will match any class ?c
with a field ?f matching the field public Integer foo;. Finally, the
method declaration template on line 10 matches any method named
?name containing a statement ?s. The last method declaration tem-

1 if jtExpression(?expression){ ?expression }

3 if jtExpression(?cast){ (java.lang.Object) ?expression },
4 isCast(?expression)
5 if class(?type),
6 jtExpression(?expression){ (?type) ?e }
7 if jtExpression(?expression){ (?type) ?e },
8 jtFieldDeclaration(?d){ ?type ?name; }

10 if jtExpression(?expression){ ?x.?f }
11 if jtExpression(?base){ this },
12 jtExpression(?expression){ ?base.?f }

14 if jtExpression(?e){ new java.lang.Integer(?argument) }
15 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class Integer {} },
16 jtExpression(?e){ new ?c(?argumentList) }

18 if jtExpression(?e){ this.?selector(?argumentList) }
19 if jtExpression(?e){ ?receiver.?selector(?a1, ?a2) }
20 if jtExpression(?e){ ?x.?selector(?arg1, (?type) ?e2) }

Figure 7. Some example logic queries involving source code tem-
plates for expressions.

1 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class Object {} }
2 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class ?c extends ?super {} }

4 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class ?c { ?member } }
5 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class ?c { public ?c ?f; } }

7 if jtFieldDeclaration(?f){ public Integer foo; },
8 jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class ?c { ?f } }

10 if jtMethodDeclaration(?m){ public int ?name() { ?s;} }
11 if jtMethodDeclaration(?m){ public ?type ?name() {
12 ?x = ?y;
13 return e;
14 }
15 }

Figure 8. Some example logic queries involving source code tem-
plates for class and class member declarations.

plate matches any method of type ?type named ?name containing
an assignment statement followed by a return of an expression ?e.

2.4 Resolving Source Code Template Queries
Now the syntax of the logic source code template construct has
been established, it is time to detail the way these templates are
matched against the program under investigation.

As pointed out in section 2.2, one of the main objectives for our
logic pattern query language was to support the description of an
implementation pattern in a declarative manner using its prototyp-
ical implementation. To this end, we introduced logic source code
templates as new syntactic elements in the logic program query lan-
guage. Solutions to a logic query involving such a template consist
of bindings for the template’s predicate argument adhering to the
constraints imposed by the template’s source code. Given a source
code template describing a pattern’s prototypical implementation,
the logic language should however also recognize as many of the
pattern’s implementation variants as possible. The constraints a
template imposes on the bindings for its predicate argument are
therefore not solely syntactic in nature. Instead, these constraints
demand that a positive match gives rise to run-time behavior that is
comparable to the behavior the template’s source code implements.
This way, although logic templates contain concrete source code,
they are able to capture the intention of the code.
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2.3.2 Expression Templates
Figure 7 lists a number of logic queries involving source code
templates for Java expressions. Once more, the argument of the
jtExpression/1 predicate will be bound to those expressions
from the actual base program matching the concrete syntax ele-
ments between the template’s braces. While these elements must
adhere to the Expression production rule in the Java grammar,
logic variables are allowed as placeholders for productions orig-
inating from a non-terminal in the production rule. As the first
example query illustrates, a logic variable is also allowed as the
single element between a template’s source code braces. In this
case, the variable ?expression will match any expression in the pro-
gram under investigation. The logic queries on lines 3–8 all involve
source code templates matching cast expressions. The first query
will match any cast to the Object class, binding the logic variable
?e to the expression whose value is being cast. The second query
recognizes only casts to a class found in the base program’s source
code. For this it relies on the class/1 predicate from the structural
meta model to restrict the template’s ?type variable. The query on
lines 7–8 will in contrast only report casts to a type of a field dec-
laration in the base program. The logic variable ?expression in the
query on line 10 will be bound to field access expressions whose
base corresponds to the value of the variable ?x and field corre-
sponds to the value of the variable ?f. Likewise, the query on lines
11–12 will report only accesses to expressions recognized by the
template on line 11 as matching the this special variable. In so-
lutions to both of the queries on lines 14–16, the logic variable ?e
will always be bound to expressions creating an instance of the
Integer class. However, the value of the ?argument variable in
solutions to the first query will match the instance creation expres-
sion’s single argument expression. The value of the ?argumentList
variable will however be a singleton list containing this argument
expression. The template differentiates between both cases on the
basis of a List-suffix naming convention for logic variables. Fi-
nally, lines 18–20 contain examples of templates matching method
invocation expressions. The first template matches all this-sends
of a message with name ?selector and argument list ?argumentList.
The second template matches only two-argument message sends of
?selector to any receiving expression ?receiver, binding the first
argument expression to the logic variable ?a1 and the second ar-
gument expression to the logic variable ?a2. The template on the
last line will match any two-argument sends where the second ar-
gument expression is a cast of an expression ?e2 to a type ?type.

2.3.3 Declaration Templates
Figure 8 concludes our discussion on the syntax of the new logic
source code template construct. It lists a number of example queries
involving the three remaining types of templates we haven’t dis-
cussed yet: class declarations, field declarations and method dec-
larations. In solutions to the first logic query, the logic variable ?c
will be bound to the java.lang.Object class. Solutions to the
second query will comprise all class ?c - superclass ?super pairs in
the queried base program. The query on line 4 illustrates a property
of the logic variables in source code templates we haven’t encoun-
tered before: they might function as placeholders for productions
from multiple non-terminals in a production rule. In this case, the
logic variable ?member in the body of a class ?c might represent
a field declaration or a method declaration or even an inner class.
The source code template in the query on line 5 is an example of a
“recursive” template. It will match any class having a public field
?f of its own type. The query on line 7 will match any class ?c
with a field ?f matching the field public Integer foo;. Finally, the
method declaration template on line 10 matches any method named
?name containing a statement ?s. The last method declaration tem-

1 if jtExpression(?expression){ ?expression }

3 if jtExpression(?cast){ (java.lang.Object) ?expression },
4 isCast(?expression)
5 if class(?type),
6 jtExpression(?expression){ (?type) ?e }
7 if jtExpression(?expression){ (?type) ?e },
8 jtFieldDeclaration(?d){ ?type ?name; }

10 if jtExpression(?expression){ ?x.?f }
11 if jtExpression(?base){ this },
12 jtExpression(?expression){ ?base.?f }

14 if jtExpression(?e){ new java.lang.Integer(?argument) }
15 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class Integer {} },
16 jtExpression(?e){ new ?c(?argumentList) }

18 if jtExpression(?e){ this.?selector(?argumentList) }
19 if jtExpression(?e){ ?receiver.?selector(?a1, ?a2) }
20 if jtExpression(?e){ ?x.?selector(?arg1, (?type) ?e2) }

Figure 7. Some example logic queries involving source code tem-
plates for expressions.

1 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class Object {} }
2 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class ?c extends ?super {} }

4 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class ?c { ?member } }
5 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class ?c { public ?c ?f; } }

7 if jtFieldDeclaration(?f){ public Integer foo; },
8 jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class ?c { ?f } }

10 if jtMethodDeclaration(?m){ public int ?name() { ?s;} }
11 if jtMethodDeclaration(?m){ public ?type ?name() {
12 ?x = ?y;
13 return e;
14 }
15 }

Figure 8. Some example logic queries involving source code tem-
plates for class and class member declarations.

plate matches any method of type ?type named ?name containing
an assignment statement followed by a return of an expression ?e.

2.4 Resolving Source Code Template Queries
Now the syntax of the logic source code template construct has
been established, it is time to detail the way these templates are
matched against the program under investigation.

As pointed out in section 2.2, one of the main objectives for our
logic pattern query language was to support the description of an
implementation pattern in a declarative manner using its prototyp-
ical implementation. To this end, we introduced logic source code
templates as new syntactic elements in the logic program query lan-
guage. Solutions to a logic query involving such a template consist
of bindings for the template’s predicate argument adhering to the
constraints imposed by the template’s source code. Given a source
code template describing a pattern’s prototypical implementation,
the logic language should however also recognize as many of the
pattern’s implementation variants as possible. The constraints a
template imposes on the bindings for its predicate argument are
therefore not solely syntactic in nature. Instead, these constraints
demand that a positive match gives rise to run-time behavior that is
comparable to the behavior the template’s source code implements.
This way, although logic templates contain concrete source code,
they are able to capture the intention of the code.
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2.3.2 Expression Templates
Figure 7 lists a number of logic queries involving source code
templates for Java expressions. Once more, the argument of the
jtExpression/1 predicate will be bound to those expressions
from the actual base program matching the concrete syntax ele-
ments between the template’s braces. While these elements must
adhere to the Expression production rule in the Java grammar,
logic variables are allowed as placeholders for productions orig-
inating from a non-terminal in the production rule. As the first
example query illustrates, a logic variable is also allowed as the
single element between a template’s source code braces. In this
case, the variable ?expression will match any expression in the pro-
gram under investigation. The logic queries on lines 3–8 all involve
source code templates matching cast expressions. The first query
will match any cast to the Object class, binding the logic variable
?e to the expression whose value is being cast. The second query
recognizes only casts to a class found in the base program’s source
code. For this it relies on the class/1 predicate from the structural
meta model to restrict the template’s ?type variable. The query on
lines 7–8 will in contrast only report casts to a type of a field dec-
laration in the base program. The logic variable ?expression in the
query on line 10 will be bound to field access expressions whose
base corresponds to the value of the variable ?x and field corre-
sponds to the value of the variable ?f. Likewise, the query on lines
11–12 will report only accesses to expressions recognized by the
template on line 11 as matching the this special variable. In so-
lutions to both of the queries on lines 14–16, the logic variable ?e
will always be bound to expressions creating an instance of the
Integer class. However, the value of the ?argument variable in
solutions to the first query will match the instance creation expres-
sion’s single argument expression. The value of the ?argumentList
variable will however be a singleton list containing this argument
expression. The template differentiates between both cases on the
basis of a List-suffix naming convention for logic variables. Fi-
nally, lines 18–20 contain examples of templates matching method
invocation expressions. The first template matches all this-sends
of a message with name ?selector and argument list ?argumentList.
The second template matches only two-argument message sends of
?selector to any receiving expression ?receiver, binding the first
argument expression to the logic variable ?a1 and the second ar-
gument expression to the logic variable ?a2. The template on the
last line will match any two-argument sends where the second ar-
gument expression is a cast of an expression ?e2 to a type ?type.

2.3.3 Declaration Templates
Figure 8 concludes our discussion on the syntax of the new logic
source code template construct. It lists a number of example queries
involving the three remaining types of templates we haven’t dis-
cussed yet: class declarations, field declarations and method dec-
larations. In solutions to the first logic query, the logic variable ?c
will be bound to the java.lang.Object class. Solutions to the
second query will comprise all class ?c - superclass ?super pairs in
the queried base program. The query on line 4 illustrates a property
of the logic variables in source code templates we haven’t encoun-
tered before: they might function as placeholders for productions
from multiple non-terminals in a production rule. In this case, the
logic variable ?member in the body of a class ?c might represent
a field declaration or a method declaration or even an inner class.
The source code template in the query on line 5 is an example of a
“recursive” template. It will match any class having a public field
?f of its own type. The query on line 7 will match any class ?c
with a field ?f matching the field public Integer foo;. Finally, the
method declaration template on line 10 matches any method named
?name containing a statement ?s. The last method declaration tem-

1 if jtExpression(?expression){ ?expression }

3 if jtExpression(?cast){ (java.lang.Object) ?expression },
4 isCast(?expression)
5 if class(?type),
6 jtExpression(?expression){ (?type) ?e }
7 if jtExpression(?expression){ (?type) ?e },
8 jtFieldDeclaration(?d){ ?type ?name; }

10 if jtExpression(?expression){ ?x.?f }
11 if jtExpression(?base){ this },
12 jtExpression(?expression){ ?base.?f }

14 if jtExpression(?e){ new java.lang.Integer(?argument) }
15 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class Integer {} },
16 jtExpression(?e){ new ?c(?argumentList) }

18 if jtExpression(?e){ this.?selector(?argumentList) }
19 if jtExpression(?e){ ?receiver.?selector(?a1, ?a2) }
20 if jtExpression(?e){ ?x.?selector(?arg1, (?type) ?e2) }

Figure 7. Some example logic queries involving source code tem-
plates for expressions.

1 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class Object {} }
2 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class ?c extends ?super {} }

4 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class ?c { ?member } }
5 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class ?c { public ?c ?f; } }

7 if jtFieldDeclaration(?f){ public Integer foo; },
8 jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class ?c { ?f } }

10 if jtMethodDeclaration(?m){ public int ?name() { ?s;} }
11 if jtMethodDeclaration(?m){ public ?type ?name() {
12 ?x = ?y;
13 return e;
14 }
15 }

Figure 8. Some example logic queries involving source code tem-
plates for class and class member declarations.

plate matches any method of type ?type named ?name containing
an assignment statement followed by a return of an expression ?e.

2.4 Resolving Source Code Template Queries
Now the syntax of the logic source code template construct has
been established, it is time to detail the way these templates are
matched against the program under investigation.

As pointed out in section 2.2, one of the main objectives for our
logic pattern query language was to support the description of an
implementation pattern in a declarative manner using its prototyp-
ical implementation. To this end, we introduced logic source code
templates as new syntactic elements in the logic program query lan-
guage. Solutions to a logic query involving such a template consist
of bindings for the template’s predicate argument adhering to the
constraints imposed by the template’s source code. Given a source
code template describing a pattern’s prototypical implementation,
the logic language should however also recognize as many of the
pattern’s implementation variants as possible. The constraints a
template imposes on the bindings for its predicate argument are
therefore not solely syntactic in nature. Instead, these constraints
demand that a positive match gives rise to run-time behavior that is
comparable to the behavior the template’s source code implements.
This way, although logic templates contain concrete source code,
they are able to capture the intention of the code.
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2.3.2 Expression Templates
Figure 7 lists a number of logic queries involving source code
templates for Java expressions. Once more, the argument of the
jtExpression/1 predicate will be bound to those expressions
from the actual base program matching the concrete syntax ele-
ments between the template’s braces. While these elements must
adhere to the Expression production rule in the Java grammar,
logic variables are allowed as placeholders for productions orig-
inating from a non-terminal in the production rule. As the first
example query illustrates, a logic variable is also allowed as the
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1 if jtExpression(?expression){ ?expression }

3 if jtExpression(?cast){ (java.lang.Object) ?expression },
4 isCast(?expression)
5 if class(?type),
6 jtExpression(?expression){ (?type) ?e }
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8 jtFieldDeclaration(?d){ ?type ?name; }
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Figure 7. Some example logic queries involving source code tem-
plates for expressions.

1 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class Object {} }
2 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class ?c extends ?super {} }

4 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class ?c { ?member } }
5 if jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class ?c { public ?c ?f; } }

7 if jtFieldDeclaration(?f){ public Integer foo; },
8 jtClassDeclaration(?c){ class ?c { ?f } }

10 if jtMethodDeclaration(?m){ public int ?name() { ?s;} }
11 if jtMethodDeclaration(?m){ public ?type ?name() {
12 ?x = ?y;
13 return e;
14 }
15 }

Figure 8. Some example logic queries involving source code tem-
plates for class and class member declarations.

plate matches any method of type ?type named ?name containing
an assignment statement followed by a return of an expression ?e.

2.4 Resolving Source Code Template Queries
Now the syntax of the logic source code template construct has
been established, it is time to detail the way these templates are
matched against the program under investigation.

As pointed out in section 2.2, one of the main objectives for our
logic pattern query language was to support the description of an
implementation pattern in a declarative manner using its prototyp-
ical implementation. To this end, we introduced logic source code
templates as new syntactic elements in the logic program query lan-
guage. Solutions to a logic query involving such a template consist
of bindings for the template’s predicate argument adhering to the
constraints imposed by the template’s source code. Given a source
code template describing a pattern’s prototypical implementation,
the logic language should however also recognize as many of the
pattern’s implementation variants as possible. The constraints a
template imposes on the bindings for its predicate argument are
therefore not solely syntactic in nature. Instead, these constraints
demand that a positive match gives rise to run-time behavior that is
comparable to the behavior the template’s source code implements.
This way, although logic templates contain concrete source code,
they are able to capture the intention of the code.
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present in a method declaration template’s body, it should also oc-
cur in bindings for its predicate argument. Whenever the template
body comprises multiple statements, some additional constraints
enforce their ordering. As we will see later on, these sequencing
constraints are however behavioral in nature.

2.4.2 Behavioral Constraints Imposed by Expressions
Section 2.2 used a particular implementation variant of the getter
method pattern to point out the necessity of including behavioral
information in a query language’s search strategy. In this imple-
mentation, the return statement’s expression is not just the name of
the protected field, but rather an arbitrary expression whose run-
time value happens to coincide with the value of the field. Detect-
ing such a variant requires information about the run-time values
expressions evaluate to.

A behavioral meta model For run-time information to be valid
for every possible program execution, a static analysis however
has to introduce some abstractions. Informally, many static anal-
yses can be regarded as if they were executing the analysed pro-
gram with abstract descriptions of the concrete values that appear
during an ordinary program execution. This is especially true for
those analyses constructed according to the abstract interpretation
methodology [4]. To make this idea somewhat more tangible, an
integer expression’s parity can for instance be used as an abstract
description of the set of it’s possible run-time values. Of course,
parity abstract value descriptions are of little use when run-time
information is needed to resolve general-purpose template queries.

As run-time interactions between objects shape a program’s
overall behavior in the object-oriented paradigm, statically-obtained
knowledge about the objects an expression might evaluate to is cru-
cial in resolving template queries about this program. This knowl-
edge can be derived through a points-to analysis [24]. Such a static
analysis computes at compile-time the set of all heap objects a ref-
erence might point to during an execution of the program. We will
use these points-to sets as abstract value descriptions for reference
expressions in the program’s behavioral meta model.

To obtain points-to sets, we rely on the Spark [15] toolkit of the
Soot Java Optimization Framework. It implements a conservative
flow-insensitive, context-insensitive points-to analysis for Java. In-
formally, a flow-insensitive analysis disregards the order of state-
ments in a method and is thus unable to take strong updates to
variables into account (e.g. an assignment overriding a previous
variable assignment). A context-insensitive analysis on the other
hand, doesn’t perform a separate analysis for the different calling
contexts of a method. Although flow-insensitiveness and context-
insensitiveness are one of the major sources of imprecision in the
analysis of object-oriented programs, they also guarantee a reason-
ably efficient computation [12] —whereas the precision of the anal-
ysis results has until now been sufficient for our purposes.

Resolving expression templates While the above describes the
nature of the necessary behavioral information, we have not yet
detailed how this information is involved in the resolution of ex-
pression templates. After all, logic template constructs contain a
mixture of concrete source code and logic variables describing a
pattern’s prototypical implementation. For the sake of simplicity,
we’ll concentrate on the resolution of cast expression templates.
Other expression templates are resolved analogously.

Both the type and the subexpression part of the code in a cast
expression’s template impose constraints on the bindings for the
template’s predicate argument. A first constraint demands this ar-
gument to be bound to a cast in the program under investigation.
A second constraint requires the compatibility of the type the tem-
plate’s subexpression is cast to and the type the program’s subex-
pression is cast to. As these constraints are still exclusively syn-

tactic, they can be verified against the source code meta model.
This is however no longer the case for the constraint imposed by
the template’s subexpression. This constraint does not demand the
syntactic equivalence of both cast subexpressions, but demands the
abstract descriptions of their possible run-time values to be com-
patible instead. With points-to sets being the designated abstract
value descriptions, this constraint amounts to determining whether
both intersect. Put differently, although the casts’ subexpressions
might deviate syntax-wise, the constraint isn’t violated in case the
behavioral meta model indicates they might evaluate to overlap-
ping sets of objects at run-time. However, as templates can contain
logic variables as well, in reality there’s a full-fledged unification
procedure behind this constraint [21].

The same constraint-based resolution applies to expressions
within a statement template. This way, logic templates resolve to
base program elements implementing similar behavior. The fol-
lowing query highlights this property of our logic pattern query
language:

if jtStatement(?s1){ return ?expression; },
jtStatement(?s2){ return ?expression; },
differs(?s1, ?s2)

It resolves to the set of all return statements ?s1 and ?s2 that syn-
tactically differ, but might return overlapping sets of objects at
run-time. For the second return statement’s expression, any com-
plicated expression is allowed provided it possibly evaluates dur-
ing a program execution to the first return statement’s expression.
The second template’s ?expression variable effectively introduces
a constraint on the possible values returned by any matching return
statement.

2.4.3 Behavioral Constraints Imposed by Statement
Sequences

As illustrated by Figure 8, a method declaration template’s body
may contain several statements that must be resolved. In the pre-
vious section, we have briefly described the resolution of a logic
template for an individual statement and the expressions it con-
tains. However, on the resolution of multiple statements within a
block or method body template, two additional types of constraints
have to be imposed. The resolution for each individual statement in
the template must in some way be contained by the resolution of the
template itself, i.e. the value bound to its predicate argument. This
is enforced by a containment constraint. Moreover, the resolved
statements must be executed in an order compatible with the order
that was specified in the template. This is enforced by an ordering
constraint. As we will see, the validation of these constraints in a
program querying setting calls for yet another behavioral program
meta model. The following template query for a block statement
?block containing three consecutive statements ?s1, ?s2 and ?s3
will illustrate this need:

if jtStatement(?block){ ?s1; ?s2; ?s3;}

Recalling our design decision to impose constraints only for
the concrete syntax elements explicitly specified in a template,
the ordering constraint should take into account the possibility of
other statements between the resolved ?s1, ?s2 and ?s3 statements.
Likewise, the containment constraint should take possible layers of
indirections into account.

{
a();
{ ?s2; };
b();

}
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while correct it is also pretty imprecise and large as it assumes that
all refercnes can point to any object of the correct type however, as
we already had to compute points-to analysis information for the
behavioral meta model used to resolve expression templates, the
same information can be used to

for each method reachabl
In contrast, if a statement is present in a method declaration

template’s body, it should also occur in bindings for its predicate
argument. Whenever the template body comprises multiple state-
ments, some additional constraints enforce their ordering. As we
will see later on, these sequencing constraints are however behav-
ioral in nature.

2.5 An Open Implementation
To conclude our exposition, we think it is useful to mention that
the entire matching process of the source code templates can be
adapted in a straightforward way. Each of the templates is actually
translated automatically to a logic query that expresses the con-
straints described in the template. This translation process is again
executed by a logic program which can be changed to change the
semantics of the source code templates. We can, for example, adapt
the translation such that the queries no longer use the behavioral
information of the code, or we can include additional meta mod-
els and incorporate their use in the matching process. In essence,
we have set up an environment where we can now easily exper-
iment with different matching processes and meta models. The
open-ended implementation of the translation process is an integral
part of the last version of the SOUL language [25].

3. Practical Detection of Interesting
Implementation Patterns

In this section, we demonstrate the detection of some interesting
implementation patterns by means of our source code templates.
In particular, we apply them to the detection of accessor meth-
ods, inadvertent method invocations on null and erroneous behavior
during iterations over collections. Although there exist dedicated
techniques for the detection of each of these patterns, we primar-
ily intend to demonstrate how our technique provides a uniform
language to describe them all. In doing so, we illustrate how de-
velopers can use our technique to detect patterns that are specific to
their development context. Each of the examples illustrates how the
declarative description of a source code template can detect multi-
ple instantiations of the same pattern, as long as the pattern adheres
to the intention that is expressed in the template. The combination
of behavioral and structural similarity matching is an important en-
abling technique in all of these examples.

3.1 Detecting and Enforcing Accessor Methods
The use of accessor methods is an example of good practice in
object-oriented software development. Accessor methods provide

disciplined access to the data fields contained in the objects and are
useful to invoke additional behavior upon each access or update to
the data fields. In order for accessors to work correctly, developers
need to be enforced to use them. A tool that assists in their enforce-
ment needs to detect any references to variables that do not occur
within the scope of an accessor method. However, since there are
many ways to implement an accessor method, the specification of
detection rules that find all these styles of accessor methods can be
a hard and complex process.

In figure 9, we show some typical accessor methods that each
exhibit different structure and behavior. The setHour method first
verifies the incoming value and, if appropriate, assigns the value
to the hour variable. Next, it also triggers the dependency up-
date mechanism. The gethourlazy method is an example of a
lazy accessor method, i.e. the variable is only assigned a value
upon the first execution of the accessor method. Similarly, the
gethourlazytoo method is a variation of the same behavior,
but with some different structure. Finally, the getBuffer and
setBuffer methods are accessor methods for the buffer vari-
able. These are yet another example of accessor methods in which
we implement the behavior of a buffer: the buffer variable can
only be assigned a new value if it is emptied, which occurs upon a
retrieval of its value.

The detection of all these different styles of accessor methods
can be relatively straightforward, as we show in figure 10 which
contains two separate queries to achieve this purpose. The first
query (lines 1–6) detects the getter methods and the second query
(lines 8–13) detects the setter methods. Both queries make use of a
complete class template because they need to match both the actual
accessor method as well as the declaration of the field it references.
This is because the getter methods are detected as those methods
that return the value of a private instance variable of the class.
This can be observed on lines 3 and 4, because the ?field logic
variable must both bind to the declaration of the instance variable
as well as to the expression that is returned. In other words, the
field and the expression need to be the same. However, because
the template is not only matched using structural matching on the
source code, but also through behavioral similarity, all methods
that eventually may return the value of the field are detected as
getter methods. This template thus does not restrict that the method
body must syntactically return the variable, but rather imposes
a behavioral similarity constraint on the value returned by the
method. Furthermore, the getter method’s signature must have no
arguments and its return type needs to be identical to the type of the
field. Again, this is expressed in the template because we use the
same logic variable ?type to bind to the return type of the method
and to the type of the field. This part of the template does require
structural matching on the source. Likewise, the setter methods are
detected as those methods that assign their sole argument to the a
private field, and the type of the argument needs to be identical to
the type of the field.

These queries can be further refined with additional constraints
that verify the naming conventions or other possible coding conven-
tions that are agreed upon by the development team. Furthermore,
a tool can use the results of these queries to verify if all direct field
accesses occur in a method that is detected as an accessor method.

3.2 Finding ”Inadvertent Invocation on null” bugs
A software development environment often signals the developers
about incorrect syntax, inexistent method names, incorrect variable
references, etc. Many development environments are even extensi-
ble in the sense that they permit to write plugins that can produce
additional warnings which are otherwise only detected at compile-
time or even at run-time. One such a run-time error is the invocation
of a message on the null value. Such an error typically occurs in
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template’s body, it should also occur in bindings for its predicate
argument. Whenever the template body comprises multiple state-
ments, some additional constraints enforce their ordering. As we
will see later on, these sequencing constraints are however behav-
ioral in nature.

2.5 An Open Implementation
To conclude our exposition, we think it is useful to mention that
the entire matching process of the source code templates can be
adapted in a straightforward way. Each of the templates is actually
translated automatically to a logic query that expresses the con-
straints described in the template. This translation process is again
executed by a logic program which can be changed to change the
semantics of the source code templates. We can, for example, adapt
the translation such that the queries no longer use the behavioral
information of the code, or we can include additional meta mod-
els and incorporate their use in the matching process. In essence,
we have set up an environment where we can now easily exper-
iment with different matching processes and meta models. The
open-ended implementation of the translation process is an integral
part of the last version of the SOUL language [25].

3. Practical Detection of Interesting
Implementation Patterns

In this section, we demonstrate the detection of some interesting
implementation patterns by means of our source code templates.
In particular, we apply them to the detection of accessor meth-
ods, inadvertent method invocations on null and erroneous behavior
during iterations over collections. Although there exist dedicated
techniques for the detection of each of these patterns, we primar-
ily intend to demonstrate how our technique provides a uniform
language to describe them all. In doing so, we illustrate how de-
velopers can use our technique to detect patterns that are specific to
their development context. Each of the examples illustrates how the
declarative description of a source code template can detect multi-
ple instantiations of the same pattern, as long as the pattern adheres
to the intention that is expressed in the template. The combination
of behavioral and structural similarity matching is an important en-
abling technique in all of these examples.

3.1 Detecting and Enforcing Accessor Methods
The use of accessor methods is an example of good practice in
object-oriented software development. Accessor methods provide

disciplined access to the data fields contained in the objects and are
useful to invoke additional behavior upon each access or update to
the data fields. In order for accessors to work correctly, developers
need to be enforced to use them. A tool that assists in their enforce-
ment needs to detect any references to variables that do not occur
within the scope of an accessor method. However, since there are
many ways to implement an accessor method, the specification of
detection rules that find all these styles of accessor methods can be
a hard and complex process.

In figure 9, we show some typical accessor methods that each
exhibit different structure and behavior. The setHour method first
verifies the incoming value and, if appropriate, assigns the value
to the hour variable. Next, it also triggers the dependency up-
date mechanism. The gethourlazy method is an example of a
lazy accessor method, i.e. the variable is only assigned a value
upon the first execution of the accessor method. Similarly, the
gethourlazytoo method is a variation of the same behavior,
but with some different structure. Finally, the getBuffer and
setBuffer methods are accessor methods for the buffer vari-
able. These are yet another example of accessor methods in which
we implement the behavior of a buffer: the buffer variable can
only be assigned a new value if it is emptied, which occurs upon a
retrieval of its value.

The detection of all these different styles of accessor methods
can be relatively straightforward, as we show in figure 10 which
contains two separate queries to achieve this purpose. The first
query (lines 1–6) detects the getter methods and the second query
(lines 8–13) detects the setter methods. Both queries make use of a
complete class template because they need to match both the actual
accessor method as well as the declaration of the field it references.
This is because the getter methods are detected as those methods
that return the value of a private instance variable of the class.
This can be observed on lines 3 and 4, because the ?field logic
variable must both bind to the declaration of the instance variable
as well as to the expression that is returned. In other words, the
field and the expression need to be the same. However, because
the template is not only matched using structural matching on the
source code, but also through behavioral similarity, all methods
that eventually may return the value of the field are detected as
getter methods. This template thus does not restrict that the method
body must syntactically return the variable, but rather imposes
a behavioral similarity constraint on the value returned by the
method. Furthermore, the getter method’s signature must have no
arguments and its return type needs to be identical to the type of the
field. Again, this is expressed in the template because we use the
same logic variable ?type to bind to the return type of the method
and to the type of the field. This part of the template does require
structural matching on the source. Likewise, the setter methods are
detected as those methods that assign their sole argument to the a
private field, and the type of the argument needs to be identical to
the type of the field.

These queries can be further refined with additional constraints
that verify the naming conventions or other possible coding conven-
tions that are agreed upon by the development team. Furthermore,
a tool can use the results of these queries to verify if all direct field
accesses occur in a method that is detected as an accessor method.

3.2 Finding ”Inadvertent Invocation on null” bugs
A software development environment often signals the developers
about incorrect syntax, inexistent method names, incorrect variable
references, etc. Many development environments are even extensi-
ble in the sense that they permit to write plugins that can produce
additional warnings which are otherwise only detected at compile-
time or even at run-time. One such a run-time error is the invocation
of a message on the null value. Such an error typically occurs in
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template’s body, it should also occur in bindings for its predicate
argument. Whenever the template body comprises multiple state-
ments, some additional constraints enforce their ordering. As we
will see later on, these sequencing constraints are however behav-
ioral in nature.

2.5 An Open Implementation
To conclude our exposition, we think it is useful to mention that
the entire matching process of the source code templates can be
adapted in a straightforward way. Each of the templates is actually
translated automatically to a logic query that expresses the con-
straints described in the template. This translation process is again
executed by a logic program which can be changed to change the
semantics of the source code templates. We can, for example, adapt
the translation such that the queries no longer use the behavioral
information of the code, or we can include additional meta mod-
els and incorporate their use in the matching process. In essence,
we have set up an environment where we can now easily exper-
iment with different matching processes and meta models. The
open-ended implementation of the translation process is an integral
part of the last version of the SOUL language [25].

3. Practical Detection of Interesting
Implementation Patterns

In this section, we demonstrate the detection of some interesting
implementation patterns by means of our source code templates.
In particular, we apply them to the detection of accessor meth-
ods, inadvertent method invocations on null and erroneous behavior
during iterations over collections. Although there exist dedicated
techniques for the detection of each of these patterns, we primar-
ily intend to demonstrate how our technique provides a uniform
language to describe them all. In doing so, we illustrate how de-
velopers can use our technique to detect patterns that are specific to
their development context. Each of the examples illustrates how the
declarative description of a source code template can detect multi-
ple instantiations of the same pattern, as long as the pattern adheres
to the intention that is expressed in the template. The combination
of behavioral and structural similarity matching is an important en-
abling technique in all of these examples.

3.1 Detecting and Enforcing Accessor Methods
The use of accessor methods is an example of good practice in
object-oriented software development. Accessor methods provide

disciplined access to the data fields contained in the objects and are
useful to invoke additional behavior upon each access or update to
the data fields. In order for accessors to work correctly, developers
need to be enforced to use them. A tool that assists in their enforce-
ment needs to detect any references to variables that do not occur
within the scope of an accessor method. However, since there are
many ways to implement an accessor method, the specification of
detection rules that find all these styles of accessor methods can be
a hard and complex process.

In figure 9, we show some typical accessor methods that each
exhibit different structure and behavior. The setHour method first
verifies the incoming value and, if appropriate, assigns the value
to the hour variable. Next, it also triggers the dependency up-
date mechanism. The gethourlazy method is an example of a
lazy accessor method, i.e. the variable is only assigned a value
upon the first execution of the accessor method. Similarly, the
gethourlazytoo method is a variation of the same behavior,
but with some different structure. Finally, the getBuffer and
setBuffer methods are accessor methods for the buffer vari-
able. These are yet another example of accessor methods in which
we implement the behavior of a buffer: the buffer variable can
only be assigned a new value if it is emptied, which occurs upon a
retrieval of its value.

The detection of all these different styles of accessor methods
can be relatively straightforward, as we show in figure 10 which
contains two separate queries to achieve this purpose. The first
query (lines 1–6) detects the getter methods and the second query
(lines 8–13) detects the setter methods. Both queries make use of a
complete class template because they need to match both the actual
accessor method as well as the declaration of the field it references.
This is because the getter methods are detected as those methods
that return the value of a private instance variable of the class.
This can be observed on lines 3 and 4, because the ?field logic
variable must both bind to the declaration of the instance variable
as well as to the expression that is returned. In other words, the
field and the expression need to be the same. However, because
the template is not only matched using structural matching on the
source code, but also through behavioral similarity, all methods
that eventually may return the value of the field are detected as
getter methods. This template thus does not restrict that the method
body must syntactically return the variable, but rather imposes
a behavioral similarity constraint on the value returned by the
method. Furthermore, the getter method’s signature must have no
arguments and its return type needs to be identical to the type of the
field. Again, this is expressed in the template because we use the
same logic variable ?type to bind to the return type of the method
and to the type of the field. This part of the template does require
structural matching on the source. Likewise, the setter methods are
detected as those methods that assign their sole argument to the a
private field, and the type of the argument needs to be identical to
the type of the field.

These queries can be further refined with additional constraints
that verify the naming conventions or other possible coding conven-
tions that are agreed upon by the development team. Furthermore,
a tool can use the results of these queries to verify if all direct field
accesses occur in a method that is detected as an accessor method.

3.2 Finding ”Inadvertent Invocation on null” bugs
A software development environment often signals the developers
about incorrect syntax, inexistent method names, incorrect variable
references, etc. Many development environments are even extensi-
ble in the sense that they permit to write plugins that can produce
additional warnings which are otherwise only detected at compile-
time or even at run-time. One such a run-time error is the invocation
of a message on the null value. Such an error typically occurs in
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if jtStatement(?block){ ?s1; ?s2; ?s3;}

Figure 9. Multiple layers and kinds of indirection for the contain-
ment and ordering constraint to take into account.

sible, the containment constraint should take multiple layers of pos-
sible indirections into account. Depicted is a matching block state-
ment wherein statement ?s2 resides in another block statement and
wherein statement ?s3 is amongst the statements in a method called
from a method called from within the matching block statement.
Statements can thus be contained within any other statement reach-
able from the template’s ?block binding. In addition to these indi-
rections, the ordering constraint has to take into account the pos-
sibility of other statements between the resolved ?s1, ?s2 and ?s3
statements —recalling our design decision to impose constraints
only for the concrete syntax elements explicitly specified in a tem-
plate.

Another behavioral meta model Accommodating the needs of
the containment constraint, the second behavioral program meta
model offers information about the methods reachable from a par-
ticular source statement. This information corresponds to all tar-
get methods within the application found on a transitive call chain
starting at the source statement. To accommodate the needs of the
ordering constraint, every edge along this call chain has a number
representing its position in the chain. Statement ?s3 can be reached
taking the first invocation in the method found by following the
second invocation in the ?block statement.

This kind of information can be obtained statically through a
call graph analysis. For this, we are once more relying on the Soot
Java Optimization Framework. Since it already had to perform a
points-to analysis for our previous behavioral meta model, it is
moreover able to compute a reasonably precise call graph for each
polymorphic call site by pruning method invocation candidates
based on the site’s points-to set. Less precise analyses have to resort
to elimination based on the call site’s declared type.

2.5 An Open Implementation
To conclude our exposition of the template constructs, we think
it is useful to mention that their entire resolution strategy can be
adapted in a straightforward way. Each of the templates is actually
translated automatically to a logic query expressing the constraints
specified in the template. This translation process is again executed
by a logic program which can be changed to alter the semantics of
the source code templates. We can, for example, adapt the trans-
lation such that the queries no longer use behavioral information
about the code, or we can include additional meta models and in-
corporate their use in the matching process. In essence, we have
set up an environment where we can now easily experiment with
different resolution strategies and meta models. The open-ended
implementation of the translation process is an integral part of the
latest version of the SOUL logic program query language [26].

3. Practical Detection of Interesting
Implementation Patterns

In this section, we demonstrate the detection of some interesting
implementation patterns by means of our source code templates.

In particular, we apply them to the detection of accessor meth-
ods, inadvertent method invocations on null and erroneous behavior
during iterations over collections. Although there exist dedicated
techniques for the detection of each of these patterns, we primar-
ily intend to demonstrate how our technique provides a uniform
language to describe them all. In doing so, we illustrate how de-
velopers can use our technique to detect patterns that are specific to
their development context. Each of the examples illustrates how the
declarative description of a source code template can detect multi-
ple instantiations of the same pattern, as long as the pattern adheres
to the intention that is expressed in the template. The combination
of behavioral and structural similarity matching is an important en-
abling technique in all of these examples.

3.1 Detecting and Enforcing Accessor Methods
The use of accessor methods is an example of good practice in
object-oriented software development. Accessor methods provide
disciplined access to the data fields contained in the objects and are
useful to invoke additional behavior upon each access or update to
the data fields. In order for accessors to work correctly, developers
need to be enforced to use them. A tool that assists in their enforce-
ment needs to detect any references to variables that do not occur
within the scope of an accessor method. However, since there are
many ways to implement an accessor method, the specification of
detection rules that find all these styles of accessor methods can be
a hard and complex process.

In Figure 10, we show some typical accessor methods that each
exhibit different structure and behavior. The setHour method first
verifies the incoming value and, if appropriate, assigns the value
to the hour variable. Next, it also triggers the dependency up-
date mechanism. The gethourlazy method is an example of a
lazy accessor method, i.e. the variable is only assigned a value
upon the first execution of the accessor method. Similarly, the
gethourlazytoo method is a variation of the same behavior,
but with some different structure. Finally, the getBuffer and
setBuffer methods are accessor methods for the buffer vari-
able. These are yet another example of accessor methods in which
we implement the behavior of a buffer: the buffer variable can
only be assigned a new value if it is emptied, which occurs upon a
retrieval of its value.

The detection of all these different styles of accessor methods
can be relatively straightforward, as we show in Figure 11 which
contains two separate queries to achieve this purpose. The first
query (lines 1–6) detects the getter methods and the second query
(lines 8–13) detects the setter methods. Both queries make use of a
complete class template because they need to match both the actual
accessor method as well as the declaration of the field it references.
This is because the getter methods are detected as those methods
that return the value of a private instance variable of the class.
This can be observed on lines 3 and 4, because the ?field logic
variable must both bind to the declaration of the instance variable
as well as to the expression that is returned. In other words, the
field and the expression need to be the same. However, because
the template is not only matched using structural matching on the
source code, but also through behavioral similarity, all methods
that eventually may return the value of the field are detected as
getter methods. This template thus does not restrict that the method
body must syntactically return the variable, but rather imposes
a behavioral similarity constraint on the value returned by the
method. Furthermore, the getter method’s signature must have no
arguments and its return type needs to be identical to the type of the
field. Again, this is expressed in the template because we use the
same logic variable ?type to bind to the return type of the method
and to the type of the field. This part of the template does require
structural matching on the source. Likewise, the setter methods are
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1 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
2 [?c types size > 1]

3 if compilationUnit(packageDeclaration(simpleName([’testapp’])),?,?) isCompilationUnit

4 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
5 ?c hasPackage: ?p,
6 ?p hasName: ?n,
7 ?n isSimpleName,
8 ?n hasIdentifier: [‘testapp’]

Fig. 4. Some queries illustrating quantification over the compilation units in an Eclipse workspace.

by the second query in Figure 4. However, we have deliber-
ately chosen not to reify parse tree nodes as compound logic
terms, which forces us to expand the unification into a quite
elaborate sequence of conjuncted conditions comprising the
figure’s third query.

In order to reconcile the declarative style of the sec-
ond query with the reification of the actual parse tree
node objects, we adapt SOUL’s unification scheme such
that parse tree nodes unify with their logic compound term
representation. Although this extension is much like its
corresponding extension for Smalltalk, the Java grammar’s
sheer size leaves customizing the unification for each in-
dividual org.eclipse.jdt.core.dom.ASTNode sub-
class a laborious undertaking. To unify a node with a
logic term, one would have to invoke the methods re-
sponsible for retrieving the child node (e.g. getName(),
getTypeDeclarations(), etc . . . ) corresponding to each
of the compound term’s arguments. Moreover, these hard-
coded invocations leave the implementation brittle with re-
spect to changes to the parser or the language specification.
A reflection-based unification scheme covering the entire
ASTNode-hierarchy is therefore highly desirable.

1) The unification extension: Property descriptors
endow the Eclipse ASTNode-hierarchy with
such a reflective API. Each node has a method
getStructuralProperty(StructuralPropertyDescriptor) which
retrieves the value of the receiver’s property designated by
the given property descriptor. These properties range from an
individual child node over a collection of children to primitive
values. Another method, propertyDescriptors(int),
returns a list of the property descriptors available for the
receiver under the given Java Language Specification. The
order in which descriptors are returned depends on the
location of the designated property in the grammar rule
(e.g. the descriptor for a method’s name comes before the
descriptor for a method’s parameters), rendering the mapping
of a node’s properties to the arguments of its logic term
representation one-to-one.

The reflective capabilities of the ASTNode-hierarchy triv-
ialize the unification between a parse tree node and a logic
term. Similar to its corresponding extension for Smalltalk
code, a parse tree node with property descriptors !1, . . . , !n

unifies with a logic term f(t1, . . . , tn) if and only if the
term’s functor f unifies with the name of the node’s class, its
multiplicity n agrees with the amount of property descriptors

and each of the term’s arguments ti unifies with the value of
the node’s property designated by property descriptor !i.

The above unification scheme is embod-
ied by the unifyWithCompound:inEnv:
method in the Smalltalk proxy for each
org.eclipse.jdt.core.dom.ASTNode instance.
One can argue that this method could as well have been
part of a closed unification protocol. However, it has already
been overridden for certain subclasses to exclude unimportant
properties from the logic term. Import declarations for
instance omit their boolean static property which can be
accessed more naturally in the logic programming paradigm
through an importDeclarationIsStatic predicate.

2) The extension in practice: As Figure 4 already motivated
the rationale for unifying parse tree nodes with logic terms
have, the following logic queries merely serve to illustrate the
actual unification:

1 if ?c isCompilationUnit
2 if compilationUnit(?p, ?i, ?t) isCompilationUnit
3 if compilationUnit(?, ?i, ?) isCompilationUnit,
4 ?i contains: ?f(?name)
5 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
6 ?c compilationUnitHasPackage: ?p,
7 ?c equals: compilationUnit(?p, [?c imports], ?)

Solutions to the first query comprise bindings of variable ?c
to CompilationUnit instances. The second query ranges
over the same instances, but binds each instance’s package
declaration, import declarations and type declarations to vari-
ables ?p, ?i and ?t respectively. The third query lists the names
of each import in each compilation unit. Its solutions have
variable ?f bound to the symbol importDeclaration,
which is the type of each element in the compilation unit’s
collection of import declarations i. The last query is composed
of three separate logic conditions. Through the predicate
compilationUnitHasPackageDeclaration, the sec-
ond condition binds ?p to the package the compilation unit
?c is declared in. The third condition merely demonstrates
that compilation unit ?c unifies with the logic term given as
second argument to the equals: predicate1. This argument
is a Smalltalk term evaluating to the compilation unit’s im-
port declarations obtained through an invocation of the Java
CompilationUnit.imports() method.

1The logic fact ?x equals: ?x. implements the equals: predicate
which hence serves as a substitute for Prolog’s = operator.
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1 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
2 [?c types size > 1]

3 if compilationUnit(packageDeclaration(simpleName([’testapp’])),?,?) isCompilationUnit

4 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
5 ?c hasPackage: ?p,
6 ?p hasName: ?n,
7 ?n isSimpleName,
8 ?n hasIdentifier: [‘testapp’]

Fig. 4. Some queries illustrating quantification over the compilation units in an Eclipse workspace.

by the second query in Figure 4. However, we have deliber-
ately chosen not to reify parse tree nodes as compound logic
terms, which forces us to expand the unification into a quite
elaborate sequence of conjuncted conditions comprising the
figure’s third query.

In order to reconcile the declarative style of the sec-
ond query with the reification of the actual parse tree
node objects, we adapt SOUL’s unification scheme such
that parse tree nodes unify with their logic compound term
representation. Although this extension is much like its
corresponding extension for Smalltalk, the Java grammar’s
sheer size leaves customizing the unification for each in-
dividual org.eclipse.jdt.core.dom.ASTNode sub-
class a laborious undertaking. To unify a node with a
logic term, one would have to invoke the methods re-
sponsible for retrieving the child node (e.g. getName(),
getTypeDeclarations(), etc . . . ) corresponding to each
of the compound term’s arguments. Moreover, these hard-
coded invocations leave the implementation brittle with re-
spect to changes to the parser or the language specification.
A reflection-based unification scheme covering the entire
ASTNode-hierarchy is therefore highly desirable.

1) The unification extension: Property descriptors
endow the Eclipse ASTNode-hierarchy with
such a reflective API. Each node has a method
getStructuralProperty(StructuralPropertyDescriptor) which
retrieves the value of the receiver’s property designated by
the given property descriptor. These properties range from an
individual child node over a collection of children to primitive
values. Another method, propertyDescriptors(int),
returns a list of the property descriptors available for the
receiver under the given Java Language Specification. The
order in which descriptors are returned depends on the
location of the designated property in the grammar rule
(e.g. the descriptor for a method’s name comes before the
descriptor for a method’s parameters), rendering the mapping
of a node’s properties to the arguments of its logic term
representation one-to-one.

The reflective capabilities of the ASTNode-hierarchy triv-
ialize the unification between a parse tree node and a logic
term. Similar to its corresponding extension for Smalltalk
code, a parse tree node with property descriptors !1, . . . , !n

unifies with a logic term f(t1, . . . , tn) if and only if the
term’s functor f unifies with the name of the node’s class, its
multiplicity n agrees with the amount of property descriptors

and each of the term’s arguments ti unifies with the value of
the node’s property designated by property descriptor !i.

The above unification scheme is embod-
ied by the unifyWithCompound:inEnv:
method in the Smalltalk proxy for each
org.eclipse.jdt.core.dom.ASTNode instance.
One can argue that this method could as well have been
part of a closed unification protocol. However, it has already
been overridden for certain subclasses to exclude unimportant
properties from the logic term. Import declarations for
instance omit their boolean static property which can be
accessed more naturally in the logic programming paradigm
through an importDeclarationIsStatic predicate.

2) The extension in practice: As Figure 4 already motivated
the rationale for unifying parse tree nodes with logic terms
have, the following logic queries merely serve to illustrate the
actual unification:

1 if ?c isCompilationUnit
2 if compilationUnit(?p, ?i, ?t) isCompilationUnit
3 if compilationUnit(?, ?i, ?) isCompilationUnit,
4 ?i contains: ?f(?name)
5 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
6 ?c compilationUnitHasPackage: ?p,
7 ?c equals: compilationUnit(?p, [?c imports], ?)

Solutions to the first query comprise bindings of variable ?c
to CompilationUnit instances. The second query ranges
over the same instances, but binds each instance’s package
declaration, import declarations and type declarations to vari-
ables ?p, ?i and ?t respectively. The third query lists the names
of each import in each compilation unit. Its solutions have
variable ?f bound to the symbol importDeclaration,
which is the type of each element in the compilation unit’s
collection of import declarations i. The last query is composed
of three separate logic conditions. Through the predicate
compilationUnitHasPackageDeclaration, the sec-
ond condition binds ?p to the package the compilation unit
?c is declared in. The third condition merely demonstrates
that compilation unit ?c unifies with the logic term given as
second argument to the equals: predicate1. This argument
is a Smalltalk term evaluating to the compilation unit’s im-
port declarations obtained through an invocation of the Java
CompilationUnit.imports() method.

1The logic fact ?x equals: ?x. implements the equals: predicate
which hence serves as a substitute for Prolog’s = operator.
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1 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
2 [?c types size > 1]

3 if compilationUnit(packageDeclaration(simpleName([’testapp’])),?,?) isCompilationUnit

4 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
5 ?c hasPackage: ?p,
6 ?p hasName: ?n,
7 ?n isSimpleName,
8 ?n hasIdentifier: [‘testapp’]

Fig. 4. Some queries illustrating quantification over the compilation units in an Eclipse workspace.

by the second query in Figure 4. However, we have deliber-
ately chosen not to reify parse tree nodes as compound logic
terms, which forces us to expand the unification into a quite
elaborate sequence of conjuncted conditions comprising the
figure’s third query.

In order to reconcile the declarative style of the sec-
ond query with the reification of the actual parse tree
node objects, we adapt SOUL’s unification scheme such
that parse tree nodes unify with their logic compound term
representation. Although this extension is much like its
corresponding extension for Smalltalk, the Java grammar’s
sheer size leaves customizing the unification for each in-
dividual org.eclipse.jdt.core.dom.ASTNode sub-
class a laborious undertaking. To unify a node with a
logic term, one would have to invoke the methods re-
sponsible for retrieving the child node (e.g. getName(),
getTypeDeclarations(), etc . . . ) corresponding to each
of the compound term’s arguments. Moreover, these hard-
coded invocations leave the implementation brittle with re-
spect to changes to the parser or the language specification.
A reflection-based unification scheme covering the entire
ASTNode-hierarchy is therefore highly desirable.

1) The unification extension: Property descriptors
endow the Eclipse ASTNode-hierarchy with
such a reflective API. Each node has a method
getStructuralProperty(StructuralPropertyDescriptor) which
retrieves the value of the receiver’s property designated by
the given property descriptor. These properties range from an
individual child node over a collection of children to primitive
values. Another method, propertyDescriptors(int),
returns a list of the property descriptors available for the
receiver under the given Java Language Specification. The
order in which descriptors are returned depends on the
location of the designated property in the grammar rule
(e.g. the descriptor for a method’s name comes before the
descriptor for a method’s parameters), rendering the mapping
of a node’s properties to the arguments of its logic term
representation one-to-one.

The reflective capabilities of the ASTNode-hierarchy triv-
ialize the unification between a parse tree node and a logic
term. Similar to its corresponding extension for Smalltalk
code, a parse tree node with property descriptors !1, . . . , !n

unifies with a logic term f(t1, . . . , tn) if and only if the
term’s functor f unifies with the name of the node’s class, its
multiplicity n agrees with the amount of property descriptors

and each of the term’s arguments ti unifies with the value of
the node’s property designated by property descriptor !i.

The above unification scheme is embod-
ied by the unifyWithCompound:inEnv:
method in the Smalltalk proxy for each
org.eclipse.jdt.core.dom.ASTNode instance.
One can argue that this method could as well have been
part of a closed unification protocol. However, it has already
been overridden for certain subclasses to exclude unimportant
properties from the logic term. Import declarations for
instance omit their boolean static property which can be
accessed more naturally in the logic programming paradigm
through an importDeclarationIsStatic predicate.

2) The extension in practice: As Figure 4 already motivated
the rationale for unifying parse tree nodes with logic terms
have, the following logic queries merely serve to illustrate the
actual unification:

1 if ?c isCompilationUnit
2 if compilationUnit(?p, ?i, ?t) isCompilationUnit
3 if compilationUnit(?, ?i, ?) isCompilationUnit,
4 ?i contains: ?f(?name)
5 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
6 ?c compilationUnitHasPackage: ?p,
7 ?c equals: compilationUnit(?p, [?c imports], ?)

Solutions to the first query comprise bindings of variable ?c
to CompilationUnit instances. The second query ranges
over the same instances, but binds each instance’s package
declaration, import declarations and type declarations to vari-
ables ?p, ?i and ?t respectively. The third query lists the names
of each import in each compilation unit. Its solutions have
variable ?f bound to the symbol importDeclaration,
which is the type of each element in the compilation unit’s
collection of import declarations i. The last query is composed
of three separate logic conditions. Through the predicate
compilationUnitHasPackageDeclaration, the sec-
ond condition binds ?p to the package the compilation unit
?c is declared in. The third condition merely demonstrates
that compilation unit ?c unifies with the logic term given as
second argument to the equals: predicate1. This argument
is a Smalltalk term evaluating to the compilation unit’s im-
port declarations obtained through an invocation of the Java
CompilationUnit.imports() method.

1The logic fact ?x equals: ?x. implements the equals: predicate
which hence serves as a substitute for Prolog’s = operator.
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1 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
2 [?c types size > 1]

3 if compilationUnit(packageDeclaration(simpleName([’testapp’])),?,?) isCompilationUnit

4 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
5 ?c hasPackage: ?p,
6 ?p hasName: ?n,
7 ?n isSimpleName,
8 ?n hasIdentifier: [‘testapp’]

Fig. 4. Some queries illustrating quantification over the compilation units in an Eclipse workspace.

by the second query in Figure 4. However, we have deliber-
ately chosen not to reify parse tree nodes as compound logic
terms, which forces us to expand the unification into a quite
elaborate sequence of conjuncted conditions comprising the
figure’s third query.

In order to reconcile the declarative style of the sec-
ond query with the reification of the actual parse tree
node objects, we adapt SOUL’s unification scheme such
that parse tree nodes unify with their logic compound term
representation. Although this extension is much like its
corresponding extension for Smalltalk, the Java grammar’s
sheer size leaves customizing the unification for each in-
dividual org.eclipse.jdt.core.dom.ASTNode sub-
class a laborious undertaking. To unify a node with a
logic term, one would have to invoke the methods re-
sponsible for retrieving the child node (e.g. getName(),
getTypeDeclarations(), etc . . . ) corresponding to each
of the compound term’s arguments. Moreover, these hard-
coded invocations leave the implementation brittle with re-
spect to changes to the parser or the language specification.
A reflection-based unification scheme covering the entire
ASTNode-hierarchy is therefore highly desirable.

1) The unification extension: Property descriptors
endow the Eclipse ASTNode-hierarchy with
such a reflective API. Each node has a method
getStructuralProperty(StructuralPropertyDescriptor) which
retrieves the value of the receiver’s property designated by
the given property descriptor. These properties range from an
individual child node over a collection of children to primitive
values. Another method, propertyDescriptors(int),
returns a list of the property descriptors available for the
receiver under the given Java Language Specification. The
order in which descriptors are returned depends on the
location of the designated property in the grammar rule
(e.g. the descriptor for a method’s name comes before the
descriptor for a method’s parameters), rendering the mapping
of a node’s properties to the arguments of its logic term
representation one-to-one.

The reflective capabilities of the ASTNode-hierarchy triv-
ialize the unification between a parse tree node and a logic
term. Similar to its corresponding extension for Smalltalk
code, a parse tree node with property descriptors !1, . . . , !n

unifies with a logic term f(t1, . . . , tn) if and only if the
term’s functor f unifies with the name of the node’s class, its
multiplicity n agrees with the amount of property descriptors

and each of the term’s arguments ti unifies with the value of
the node’s property designated by property descriptor !i.

The above unification scheme is embod-
ied by the unifyWithCompound:inEnv:
method in the Smalltalk proxy for each
org.eclipse.jdt.core.dom.ASTNode instance.
One can argue that this method could as well have been
part of a closed unification protocol. However, it has already
been overridden for certain subclasses to exclude unimportant
properties from the logic term. Import declarations for
instance omit their boolean static property which can be
accessed more naturally in the logic programming paradigm
through an importDeclarationIsStatic predicate.

2) The extension in practice: As Figure 4 already motivated
the rationale for unifying parse tree nodes with logic terms
have, the following logic queries merely serve to illustrate the
actual unification:

1 if ?c isCompilationUnit
2 if compilationUnit(?p, ?i, ?t) isCompilationUnit
3 if compilationUnit(?, ?i, ?) isCompilationUnit,
4 ?i contains: ?f(?name)
5 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
6 ?c compilationUnitHasPackage: ?p,
7 ?c equals: compilationUnit(?p, [?c imports], ?)

Solutions to the first query comprise bindings of variable ?c
to CompilationUnit instances. The second query ranges
over the same instances, but binds each instance’s package
declaration, import declarations and type declarations to vari-
ables ?p, ?i and ?t respectively. The third query lists the names
of each import in each compilation unit. Its solutions have
variable ?f bound to the symbol importDeclaration,
which is the type of each element in the compilation unit’s
collection of import declarations i. The last query is composed
of three separate logic conditions. Through the predicate
compilationUnitHasPackageDeclaration, the sec-
ond condition binds ?p to the package the compilation unit
?c is declared in. The third condition merely demonstrates
that compilation unit ?c unifies with the logic term given as
second argument to the equals: predicate1. This argument
is a Smalltalk term evaluating to the compilation unit’s im-
port declarations obtained through an invocation of the Java
CompilationUnit.imports() method.

1The logic fact ?x equals: ?x. implements the equals: predicate
which hence serves as a substitute for Prolog’s = operator.
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1 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
2 [?c types size > 1]

3 if compilationUnit(packageDeclaration(simpleName([’testapp’])),?,?) isCompilationUnit

4 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
5 ?c hasPackage: ?p,
6 ?p hasName: ?n,
7 ?n isSimpleName,
8 ?n hasIdentifier: [‘testapp’]

Fig. 4. Some queries illustrating quantification over the compilation units in an Eclipse workspace.

by the second query in Figure 4. However, we have deliber-
ately chosen not to reify parse tree nodes as compound logic
terms, which forces us to expand the unification into a quite
elaborate sequence of conjuncted conditions comprising the
figure’s third query.

In order to reconcile the declarative style of the sec-
ond query with the reification of the actual parse tree
node objects, we adapt SOUL’s unification scheme such
that parse tree nodes unify with their logic compound term
representation. Although this extension is much like its
corresponding extension for Smalltalk, the Java grammar’s
sheer size leaves customizing the unification for each in-
dividual org.eclipse.jdt.core.dom.ASTNode sub-
class a laborious undertaking. To unify a node with a
logic term, one would have to invoke the methods re-
sponsible for retrieving the child node (e.g. getName(),
getTypeDeclarations(), etc . . . ) corresponding to each
of the compound term’s arguments. Moreover, these hard-
coded invocations leave the implementation brittle with re-
spect to changes to the parser or the language specification.
A reflection-based unification scheme covering the entire
ASTNode-hierarchy is therefore highly desirable.

1) The unification extension: Property descriptors
endow the Eclipse ASTNode-hierarchy with
such a reflective API. Each node has a method
getStructuralProperty(StructuralPropertyDescriptor) which
retrieves the value of the receiver’s property designated by
the given property descriptor. These properties range from an
individual child node over a collection of children to primitive
values. Another method, propertyDescriptors(int),
returns a list of the property descriptors available for the
receiver under the given Java Language Specification. The
order in which descriptors are returned depends on the
location of the designated property in the grammar rule
(e.g. the descriptor for a method’s name comes before the
descriptor for a method’s parameters), rendering the mapping
of a node’s properties to the arguments of its logic term
representation one-to-one.

The reflective capabilities of the ASTNode-hierarchy triv-
ialize the unification between a parse tree node and a logic
term. Similar to its corresponding extension for Smalltalk
code, a parse tree node with property descriptors !1, . . . , !n

unifies with a logic term f(t1, . . . , tn) if and only if the
term’s functor f unifies with the name of the node’s class, its
multiplicity n agrees with the amount of property descriptors

and each of the term’s arguments ti unifies with the value of
the node’s property designated by property descriptor !i.

The above unification scheme is embod-
ied by the unifyWithCompound:inEnv:
method in the Smalltalk proxy for each
org.eclipse.jdt.core.dom.ASTNode instance.
One can argue that this method could as well have been
part of a closed unification protocol. However, it has already
been overridden for certain subclasses to exclude unimportant
properties from the logic term. Import declarations for
instance omit their boolean static property which can be
accessed more naturally in the logic programming paradigm
through an importDeclarationIsStatic predicate.

2) The extension in practice: As Figure 4 already motivated
the rationale for unifying parse tree nodes with logic terms
have, the following logic queries merely serve to illustrate the
actual unification:

1 if ?c isCompilationUnit
2 if compilationUnit(?p, ?i, ?t) isCompilationUnit
3 if compilationUnit(?, ?i, ?) isCompilationUnit,
4 ?i contains: ?f(?name)
5 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
6 ?c compilationUnitHasPackage: ?p,
7 ?c equals: compilationUnit(?p, [?c imports], ?)

Solutions to the first query comprise bindings of variable ?c
to CompilationUnit instances. The second query ranges
over the same instances, but binds each instance’s package
declaration, import declarations and type declarations to vari-
ables ?p, ?i and ?t respectively. The third query lists the names
of each import in each compilation unit. Its solutions have
variable ?f bound to the symbol importDeclaration,
which is the type of each element in the compilation unit’s
collection of import declarations i. The last query is composed
of three separate logic conditions. Through the predicate
compilationUnitHasPackageDeclaration, the sec-
ond condition binds ?p to the package the compilation unit
?c is declared in. The third condition merely demonstrates
that compilation unit ?c unifies with the logic term given as
second argument to the equals: predicate1. This argument
is a Smalltalk term evaluating to the compilation unit’s im-
port declarations obtained through an invocation of the Java
CompilationUnit.imports() method.

1The logic fact ?x equals: ?x. implements the equals: predicate
which hence serves as a substitute for Prolog’s = operator.
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name resolution
1 if jtClassDeclaration(?class){
2 class FooClass extends testapp2.Example implements Collection {}
3 }
4 if jtClassDeclaration(?class){
5 class FooClass extends Example implements java.util.Collection {}
6 }

7 while the base program class is "public class FooClass extends testapp2.Example implements Collection"

Fig. 4. Some queries illustrating quantification over the compilation units in an Eclipse workspace.

by the second query in Figure 4. However, we have deliber-
ately chosen not to reify parse tree nodes as compound logic
terms, which forces us to expand the unification into a quite
elaborate sequence of conjuncted conditions comprising the
figure’s third query.

In order to reconcile the declarative style of the sec-
ond query with the reification of the actual parse tree
node objects, we adapt SOUL’s unification scheme such
that parse tree nodes unify with their logic compound term
representation. Although this extension is much like its
corresponding extension for Smalltalk, the Java grammar’s
sheer size leaves customizing the unification for each in-
dividual org.eclipse.jdt.core.dom.ASTNode sub-
class a laborious undertaking. To unify a node with a
logic term, one would have to invoke the methods re-
sponsible for retrieving the child node (e.g. getName(),
getTypeDeclarations(), etc . . . ) corresponding to each
of the compound term’s arguments. Moreover, these hard-
coded invocations leave the implementation brittle with re-
spect to changes to the parser or the language specification.
A reflection-based unification scheme covering the entire
ASTNode-hierarchy is therefore highly desirable.

1) The unification extension: Property descriptors
endow the Eclipse ASTNode-hierarchy with
such a reflective API. Each node has a method
getStructuralProperty(StructuralPropertyDescriptor) which
retrieves the value of the receiver’s property designated by
the given property descriptor. These properties range from an
individual child node over a collection of children to primitive
values. Another method, propertyDescriptors(int),
returns a list of the property descriptors available for the
receiver under the given Java Language Specification. The
order in which descriptors are returned depends on the
location of the designated property in the grammar rule
(e.g. the descriptor for a method’s name comes before the
descriptor for a method’s parameters), rendering the mapping
of a node’s properties to the arguments of its logic term
representation one-to-one.

The reflective capabilities of the ASTNode-hierarchy triv-
ialize the unification between a parse tree node and a logic
term. Similar to its corresponding extension for Smalltalk
code, a parse tree node with property descriptors !1, . . . , !n

unifies with a logic term f(t1, . . . , tn) if and only if the
term’s functor f unifies with the name of the node’s class, its
multiplicity n agrees with the amount of property descriptors

and each of the term’s arguments ti unifies with the value of
the node’s property designated by property descriptor !i.

The above unification scheme is embod-
ied by the unifyWithCompound:inEnv:
method in the Smalltalk proxy for each
org.eclipse.jdt.core.dom.ASTNode instance.
One can argue that this method could as well have been
part of a closed unification protocol. However, it has already
been overridden for certain subclasses to exclude unimportant
properties from the logic term. Import declarations for
instance omit their boolean static property which can be
accessed more naturally in the logic programming paradigm
through an importDeclarationIsStatic predicate.

2) The extension in practice: As Figure 4 already motivated
the rationale for unifying parse tree nodes with logic terms
have, the following logic queries merely serve to illustrate the
actual unification:

1 if ?c isCompilationUnit
2 if compilationUnit(?p, ?i, ?t) isCompilationUnit
3 if compilationUnit(?, ?i, ?) isCompilationUnit,
4 ?i contains: ?f(?name)
5 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
6 ?c compilationUnitHasPackage: ?p,
7 ?c equals: compilationUnit(?p, [?c imports], ?)

Solutions to the first query comprise bindings of variable ?c
to CompilationUnit instances. The second query ranges
over the same instances, but binds each instance’s package
declaration, import declarations and type declarations to vari-
ables ?p, ?i and ?t respectively. The third query lists the names
of each import in each compilation unit. Its solutions have
variable ?f bound to the symbol importDeclaration,
which is the type of each element in the compilation unit’s
collection of import declarations i. The last query is composed
of three separate logic conditions. Through the predicate
compilationUnitHasPackageDeclaration, the sec-
ond condition binds ?p to the package the compilation unit
?c is declared in. The third condition merely demonstrates
that compilation unit ?c unifies with the logic term given as
second argument to the equals: predicate1. This argument
is a Smalltalk term evaluating to the compilation unit’s im-
port declarations obtained through an invocation of the Java
CompilationUnit.imports() method.

1The logic fact ?x equals: ?x. implements the equals: predicate
which hence serves as a substitute for Prolog’s = operator.

package testapp2;
public class FooClass extends testapp2.Example implements Collection {}
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name resolution
1 if jtClassDeclaration(?class){
2 class FooClass extends testapp2.Example implements Collection {}
3 }
4 if jtClassDeclaration(?class){
5 class FooClass extends Example implements java.util.Collection {}
6 }

7 while the base program class is "public class FooClass extends testapp2.Example implements Collection"

Fig. 4. Some queries illustrating quantification over the compilation units in an Eclipse workspace.

by the second query in Figure 4. However, we have deliber-
ately chosen not to reify parse tree nodes as compound logic
terms, which forces us to expand the unification into a quite
elaborate sequence of conjuncted conditions comprising the
figure’s third query.

In order to reconcile the declarative style of the sec-
ond query with the reification of the actual parse tree
node objects, we adapt SOUL’s unification scheme such
that parse tree nodes unify with their logic compound term
representation. Although this extension is much like its
corresponding extension for Smalltalk, the Java grammar’s
sheer size leaves customizing the unification for each in-
dividual org.eclipse.jdt.core.dom.ASTNode sub-
class a laborious undertaking. To unify a node with a
logic term, one would have to invoke the methods re-
sponsible for retrieving the child node (e.g. getName(),
getTypeDeclarations(), etc . . . ) corresponding to each
of the compound term’s arguments. Moreover, these hard-
coded invocations leave the implementation brittle with re-
spect to changes to the parser or the language specification.
A reflection-based unification scheme covering the entire
ASTNode-hierarchy is therefore highly desirable.

1) The unification extension: Property descriptors
endow the Eclipse ASTNode-hierarchy with
such a reflective API. Each node has a method
getStructuralProperty(StructuralPropertyDescriptor) which
retrieves the value of the receiver’s property designated by
the given property descriptor. These properties range from an
individual child node over a collection of children to primitive
values. Another method, propertyDescriptors(int),
returns a list of the property descriptors available for the
receiver under the given Java Language Specification. The
order in which descriptors are returned depends on the
location of the designated property in the grammar rule
(e.g. the descriptor for a method’s name comes before the
descriptor for a method’s parameters), rendering the mapping
of a node’s properties to the arguments of its logic term
representation one-to-one.

The reflective capabilities of the ASTNode-hierarchy triv-
ialize the unification between a parse tree node and a logic
term. Similar to its corresponding extension for Smalltalk
code, a parse tree node with property descriptors !1, . . . , !n

unifies with a logic term f(t1, . . . , tn) if and only if the
term’s functor f unifies with the name of the node’s class, its
multiplicity n agrees with the amount of property descriptors

and each of the term’s arguments ti unifies with the value of
the node’s property designated by property descriptor !i.

The above unification scheme is embod-
ied by the unifyWithCompound:inEnv:
method in the Smalltalk proxy for each
org.eclipse.jdt.core.dom.ASTNode instance.
One can argue that this method could as well have been
part of a closed unification protocol. However, it has already
been overridden for certain subclasses to exclude unimportant
properties from the logic term. Import declarations for
instance omit their boolean static property which can be
accessed more naturally in the logic programming paradigm
through an importDeclarationIsStatic predicate.

2) The extension in practice: As Figure 4 already motivated
the rationale for unifying parse tree nodes with logic terms
have, the following logic queries merely serve to illustrate the
actual unification:

1 if ?c isCompilationUnit
2 if compilationUnit(?p, ?i, ?t) isCompilationUnit
3 if compilationUnit(?, ?i, ?) isCompilationUnit,
4 ?i contains: ?f(?name)
5 if ?c isCompilationUnit,
6 ?c compilationUnitHasPackage: ?p,
7 ?c equals: compilationUnit(?p, [?c imports], ?)

Solutions to the first query comprise bindings of variable ?c
to CompilationUnit instances. The second query ranges
over the same instances, but binds each instance’s package
declaration, import declarations and type declarations to vari-
ables ?p, ?i and ?t respectively. The third query lists the names
of each import in each compilation unit. Its solutions have
variable ?f bound to the symbol importDeclaration,
which is the type of each element in the compilation unit’s
collection of import declarations i. The last query is composed
of three separate logic conditions. Through the predicate
compilationUnitHasPackageDeclaration, the sec-
ond condition binds ?p to the package the compilation unit
?c is declared in. The third condition merely demonstrates
that compilation unit ?c unifies with the logic term given as
second argument to the equals: predicate1. This argument
is a Smalltalk term evaluating to the compilation unit’s im-
port declarations obtained through an invocation of the Java
CompilationUnit.imports() method.

1The logic fact ?x equals: ?x. implements the equals: predicate
which hence serves as a substitute for Prolog’s = operator.

package testapp2;
public class FooClass extends testapp2.Example implements Collection {}

scoping rules

B. Unification based on semantic analysis

As most object-oriented parsers use a distinct object for
otherwise structurally indistinguishable nodes, logic program
queries often include conditions overcoming SOUL’s strin-
gent identity-based comparison of parse tree nodes. Queries
involving method selector comparisons, for instance, always
comprise conditions comparing the identifiers those selectors
encapsulate.

It is therefore tempting to override the identity-based de-
fault unification between SimpleName instances to obsolete
such recurring conditions. However, method declarations do
not account for all potential parent nodes of SimpleName
instances. Relying on an identifier-based structural comparison
of names could therefore lead to incorrect or incomplete
results. Variable references whose identifiers agree, can still
reference a completely different declaration depending on the
scope they reside in. Depending on its compilation unit’s
imports, a simple name can moreover denote the same type as
a qualified name. Without explicit support for these complex
resolutions, it is unlikely that a user’s query resolves to
both sound and complete results. Indeed, such resolutions are
traditionally performed during a compiler’s semantic analysis
phase.

However, including the results of a semantic analysis in
the logic reification of the program under investigation isn’t
a viable option as few application programmers are familiar
with its intricate details. Truly declarative program queries
are only concerned with a program’s entities, leaving any
operational details about their matching to the language’s
problem solving strategy. We therefore extend SOUL’s default
unification scheme with a comparison between different types
of parse tree nodes based on the entities they denote according
to a semantic analysis.

1) The unification extension: Eclipse provides the results
of its semantic analysis through a resolveBinding()
method defined on particular parse tree nodes. This method
returns a representation of the named program entity the node
resolves to under its project’s build settings. Fully-resolved
representations are available for packages, types, methods and
the various sorts of variables. Again, not wanting to burden
end-users with these details, we let the unification scheme
compare the different ASTNode instances for them instead.

The actual comparison is straightforward for most kinds of
nodes. Types are for instance deemed equal if they resolve
to the same entity. This takes care of the aforementioned
difference between fully qualified types and types whose res-
olution depends on package imports. As the next section will
demonstrate, it is also convenient to deem type declarations
and type references equal if their resolved entities are the same.
The same goes for comparing names with field declarations.

Equality among names is somewhat more involved. Natu-
rally, names are deemed equal if they refer to the same entity
according to the semantic analysis which takes scoping rules
into account. However, identifier-based comparisons are still
attempted for names referring to entities of a different kind.

1 package p;
2 public class C {
3 private Integer f;
4 public C(Integer g) {
5 f = g;}
6 public C(p.C other) {
7 f = other.f;}
8 public Integer notGettingF(Integer f) {
9 return f; }

10 public java.lang.Integer getF() {
11 return f;}
12 }

Fig. 5. A Java compilation unit in package p declaring a class with an an
ad-hoc copy constructor and one actual getter method.

This is for instance necessary in queries identifying methods
named after the class they are declared in.

2) The extension in practice: In practice, a unification pro-
cedure has a profound impact on both the conciseness of logic
rules and the correctness of their resolutions. The following
rule expresses what it means for a method declaration ?m to
declare a getter method for one of the variable declaration
fragments2 ?g of a field declaration ?f in the class ?c. Its
final conditions state that such a method resides in the same
class as the field declaration and contains a statement returning
an expression that has to unify with the field declaration
fragment’s name:

1 ?m getsFragment: ?g ofFieldDeclaration: ?f in: ?c if
2 ?f isFieldDeclarationInClassDeclaration: ?c,
3 ?f fieldDeclarationHasFragment: ?g,
4 ?g variableDeclarationFragmentHasName: ?name,
5 ?m isMethodDeclarationInClassDeclaration: ?c
6 ?m methodDeclarationHasBody: block(?s),
7 ?s contains: returnStatement(?name)

SOUL’s default unification procedure would result in
queries involving the predicate defined above to fail since any
candidate field declaration and return statement simply con-
tain different SimpleName instances. A custom unification
procedure based on the equality of both instance’s identifiers
would on the other hand return false positives such as the
notGettingF(Integer) method depicted in Figure 5.
While its return statement’s expression agrees identifier-wise
with the protected field, its parameter shadows the field’s
name in reality. Finally, getF() is correctly identified as
the class’s single getter method by the unification procedure
that relies on semantic analysis for object comparison. In fact,
as this comparison is also specified between names and field
declaration fragments, it allows for a more concise rule that
omits line 4 and has ?g substitute for the remaining variable
?name .

Likewise, the following logic rule relies on the unification
between class declarations, simple names and types to succeed.
It identifies ad-hoc copy constructors which are often the cause
of subtle bugs involving a shallow copy where a deep copy was
intended instead. The heuristic it employs marks a method as
a possible copy constructor if its selector comprises the name
of its declaring class and a single parameter of the type that

2Note that Java allows multiple fields of the same type to be declared in
one declaration.

private Integer f;
public Integer notGettingF(Integer f) { return f; }
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2.4.1 Non-behavioral Constraints
We will start our exposition with the non-behavioral constraints
imposed by a template on its predicate argument. These are con-
straints which rely only on the structural and source code meta
models introduced in section 2.1. Given our flexible program
querying goal, we have made the deliberate decision to include
only constraints for those concrete syntax elements that are ex-
plicitly listed in a template’s source code. This design decision
accounts for the previously highlighted difference between the so-
lutions for the if-template queries on lines 8–10 of Figure 6. As
a block statement is listed among the source code in the second
query’s template, it is also required in bindings for its predicate
argument. The same design decision explains why a solution for
the first class declaration template in Figure 8 binds the variable
?c to the class java.lang.Object even though the template’s
class body is empty. Likewise, an empty body in a method decla-
ration template is interpreted as if no constraints are desired on the
statements in the matching methods4. In contrast, if a statement is
present in a method declaration template’s body, it should also oc-
cur in bindings for its predicate argument. Whenever the template
body comprises multiple statements, some additional constraints
enforce their ordering. As we will see later on, these sequencing
constraints are however behavioral in nature.

2.4.2 Behavioral Constraints Imposed by Expressions
Section 2.2 used a particular implementation variant of the getter
method pattern to point out the necessity of including behavioral
information in a query language’s search strategy. In this imple-
mentation, the return statement’s expression is not just the name of
the protected field, but rather an arbitrary expression whose run-
time value happens to coincide with the value of the field. Detect-
ing such a variant requires information about the run-time values to
which expressions evaluate.

A behavioral meta model For run-time information to be valid
for every possible program execution, a static analysis however has
to introduce some abstractions !Carlos: I didn’t understand this
phrase". Informally, many static analyses can be regarded as if
they were executing the analysed program with abstract descrip-
tions of the concrete values that appear during an ordinary program
execution. This is especially true for those analyses constructed ac-
cording to the abstract interpretation methodology [5]. To make this
idea somewhat more tangible, an integer expression’s parity can for
instance be used as an abstract description of the set of it’s possible
run-time values. Of course, parity abstract value descriptions are of
little use when run-time information is needed to resolve general-
purpose template queries.

As run-time interactions between objects shape a program’s
overall behavior in the object-oriented paradigm, statically-obtained
knowledge about the objects an expression might evaluate to is cru-
cial in resolving template queries about this program. This knowl-
edge can be derived through a points-to analysis [25]. Such a static
analysis computes at compile-time the set of all heap objects a ref-
erence might point to during an execution of the program. We will
use these points-to sets as abstract value descriptions for reference
expressions in the program’s behavioral meta model.

To obtain points-to sets, we rely on the Spark [19] toolkit of the
Soot Java Optimization Framework. It implements a conservative
flow-insensitive, context-insensitive points-to analysis for Java. Al-
though flow-insensitiveness and context-insensitiveness are one of
the major sources of imprecision in the analysis of object-oriented
programs, they also guarantee a reasonably efficient computation

4 At this point, it should be noted that the design of our template language is
still a work in progress. In the future, we would for instance like to include
features to query the base program for methods with an empty body.

[16] —whereas the precision of the analysis results has until now
been sufficient for our purposes.

Resolving expression templates While the above describes the
nature of the necessary behavioral information, we have not yet
detailed how this information is involved in the resolution of ex-
pression templates. After all, logic template constructs contain a
mixture of concrete source code and logic variables describing a
pattern’s prototypical implementation. For the sake of simplicity,
we’ll concentrate on the resolution of cast expression templates.
Other expression templates are resolved analogously.

Both the type and the subexpression part of the code in a cast
expression’s template impose constraints on the bindings for the
template’s predicate argument. A first constraint demands this ar-
gument to be bound to a cast in the program under investigation.
A second constraint requires the compatibility of the type the tem-
plate’s subexpression is cast to and the type the program’s subex-
pression is cast to. As these constraints are still exclusively syn-
tactic, they can be verified against the source code meta model.
This is however no longer the case for the constraint imposed by
the template’s subexpression. This constraint does not demand the
syntactic equivalence of both cast subexpressions, but demands the
abstract descriptions of their possible run-time values to be com-
patible instead. With points-to sets being the designated abstract
value descriptions, this constraint amounts to determining whether
both intersect. Put differently, although the casts’ subexpressions
might deviate syntax-wise, the constraint isn’t violated in case the
behavioral meta model indicates they might evaluate to overlap-
ping sets of objects at run-time. However, as templates can contain
logic variables as well, in reality there’s a full-fledged unification
procedure behind this constraint [8].

The same constraint-based resolution applies to expressions
within a statement template. This way, logic templates resolve to
base program elements implementing similar behavior. The fol-
lowing query highlights this property of our logic pattern query
language:

if jtStatement(?s1){ return ?expression; },
jtStatement(?s2){ return ?expression; },
differs(?s1, ?s2)

It resolves to the set of all return statements ?s1 and ?s2 that syn-
tactically differ, but might return overlapping sets of objects at
run-time. For the second return statement’s expression, any com-
plicated expression is allowed provided it possibly evaluates dur-
ing a program execution to the first return statement’s expression.
The second template’s ?expression variable effectively introduces
a constraint on the possible values returned by any matching return
statement.

2.4.3 Behavioral Constraints Imposed by Statement
Sequences

In the previous section, we have briefly described the resolution of
a logic template for an individual statement and the expressions it
contains. However, two additional constraints need to be imposed
on the resolution of a block statement or method body template.
The resolution for each individual statement in the template must
in some way be contained by the resolution of the template itself,
i.e. the value bound to its predicate argument. This is enforced by
a containment constraint. Moreover, the resolved statements must
be executed in an order compatible with the order specified in
the template. This is enforced by an ordering constraint. As we
will see, the validation of these constraints in a program querying
setting calls for yet another behavioral program meta model.

Figure 9 illustrates this need using a template query for a block
statement ?block containing three consecutive statements ?s1, ?s2
and ?s3. In order to detect as many implementation variants as pos-
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2.4.1 Non-behavioral Constraints
We will start our exposition with the non-behavioral constraints
imposed by a template on its predicate argument. These are con-
straints which rely only on the structural and source code meta
models introduced in section 2.1. Given our flexible program
querying goal, we have made the deliberate decision to include
only constraints for those concrete syntax elements that are ex-
plicitly listed in a template’s source code. This design decision
accounts for the previously highlighted difference between the so-
lutions for the if-template queries on lines 8–10 of Figure 6. As
a block statement is listed among the source code in the second
query’s template, it is also required in bindings for its predicate
argument. The same design decision explains why a solution for
the first class declaration template in Figure 8 binds the variable
?c to the class java.lang.Object even though the template’s
class body is empty. Likewise, an empty body in a method decla-
ration template is interpreted as if no constraints are desired on the
statements in the matching methods4. In contrast, if a statement is
present in a method declaration template’s body, it should also oc-
cur in bindings for its predicate argument. Whenever the template
body comprises multiple statements, some additional constraints
enforce their ordering. As we will see later on, these sequencing
constraints are however behavioral in nature.

2.4.2 Behavioral Constraints Imposed by Expressions
Section 2.2 used a particular implementation variant of the getter
method pattern to point out the necessity of including behavioral
information in a query language’s search strategy. In this imple-
mentation, the return statement’s expression is not just the name of
the protected field, but rather an arbitrary expression whose run-
time value happens to coincide with the value of the field. Detect-
ing such a variant requires information about the run-time values to
which expressions evaluate.

A behavioral meta model For run-time information to be valid
for every possible program execution, a static analysis however has
to introduce some abstractions !Carlos: I didn’t understand this
phrase". Informally, many static analyses can be regarded as if
they were executing the analysed program with abstract descrip-
tions of the concrete values that appear during an ordinary program
execution. This is especially true for those analyses constructed ac-
cording to the abstract interpretation methodology [5]. To make this
idea somewhat more tangible, an integer expression’s parity can for
instance be used as an abstract description of the set of it’s possible
run-time values. Of course, parity abstract value descriptions are of
little use when run-time information is needed to resolve general-
purpose template queries.

As run-time interactions between objects shape a program’s
overall behavior in the object-oriented paradigm, statically-obtained
knowledge about the objects an expression might evaluate to is cru-
cial in resolving template queries about this program. This knowl-
edge can be derived through a points-to analysis [25]. Such a static
analysis computes at compile-time the set of all heap objects a ref-
erence might point to during an execution of the program. We will
use these points-to sets as abstract value descriptions for reference
expressions in the program’s behavioral meta model.

To obtain points-to sets, we rely on the Spark [19] toolkit of the
Soot Java Optimization Framework. It implements a conservative
flow-insensitive, context-insensitive points-to analysis for Java. Al-
though flow-insensitiveness and context-insensitiveness are one of
the major sources of imprecision in the analysis of object-oriented
programs, they also guarantee a reasonably efficient computation

4 At this point, it should be noted that the design of our template language is
still a work in progress. In the future, we would for instance like to include
features to query the base program for methods with an empty body.

[16] —whereas the precision of the analysis results has until now
been sufficient for our purposes.

Resolving expression templates While the above describes the
nature of the necessary behavioral information, we have not yet
detailed how this information is involved in the resolution of ex-
pression templates. After all, logic template constructs contain a
mixture of concrete source code and logic variables describing a
pattern’s prototypical implementation. For the sake of simplicity,
we’ll concentrate on the resolution of cast expression templates.
Other expression templates are resolved analogously.

Both the type and the subexpression part of the code in a cast
expression’s template impose constraints on the bindings for the
template’s predicate argument. A first constraint demands this ar-
gument to be bound to a cast in the program under investigation.
A second constraint requires the compatibility of the type the tem-
plate’s subexpression is cast to and the type the program’s subex-
pression is cast to. As these constraints are still exclusively syn-
tactic, they can be verified against the source code meta model.
This is however no longer the case for the constraint imposed by
the template’s subexpression. This constraint does not demand the
syntactic equivalence of both cast subexpressions, but demands the
abstract descriptions of their possible run-time values to be com-
patible instead. With points-to sets being the designated abstract
value descriptions, this constraint amounts to determining whether
both intersect. Put differently, although the casts’ subexpressions
might deviate syntax-wise, the constraint isn’t violated in case the
behavioral meta model indicates they might evaluate to overlap-
ping sets of objects at run-time. However, as templates can contain
logic variables as well, in reality there’s a full-fledged unification
procedure behind this constraint [8].

The same constraint-based resolution applies to expressions
within a statement template. This way, logic templates resolve to
base program elements implementing similar behavior. The fol-
lowing query highlights this property of our logic pattern query
language:

if jtStatement(?s1){ return ?expression; },
jtStatement(?s2){ return ?expression; },
differs(?s1, ?s2)

It resolves to the set of all return statements ?s1 and ?s2 that syn-
tactically differ, but might return overlapping sets of objects at
run-time. For the second return statement’s expression, any com-
plicated expression is allowed provided it possibly evaluates dur-
ing a program execution to the first return statement’s expression.
The second template’s ?expression variable effectively introduces
a constraint on the possible values returned by any matching return
statement.

2.4.3 Behavioral Constraints Imposed by Statement
Sequences

In the previous section, we have briefly described the resolution of
a logic template for an individual statement and the expressions it
contains. However, two additional constraints need to be imposed
on the resolution of a block statement or method body template.
The resolution for each individual statement in the template must
in some way be contained by the resolution of the template itself,
i.e. the value bound to its predicate argument. This is enforced by
a containment constraint. Moreover, the resolved statements must
be executed in an order compatible with the order specified in
the template. This is enforced by an ordering constraint. As we
will see, the validation of these constraints in a program querying
setting calls for yet another behavioral program meta model.

Figure 9 illustrates this need using a template query for a block
statement ?block containing three consecutive statements ?s1, ?s2
and ?s3. In order to detect as many implementation variants as pos-
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2.4.1 Non-behavioral Constraints
We will start our exposition with the non-behavioral constraints
imposed by a template on its predicate argument. These are con-
straints which rely only on the structural and source code meta
models introduced in section 2.1. Given our flexible program
querying goal, we have made the deliberate decision to include
only constraints for those concrete syntax elements that are ex-
plicitly listed in a template’s source code. This design decision
accounts for the previously highlighted difference between the so-
lutions for the if-template queries on lines 8–10 of Figure 6. As
a block statement is listed among the source code in the second
query’s template, it is also required in bindings for its predicate
argument. The same design decision explains why a solution for
the first class declaration template in Figure 8 binds the variable
?c to the class java.lang.Object even though the template’s
class body is empty. Likewise, an empty body in a method decla-
ration template is interpreted as if no constraints are desired on the
statements in the matching methods4. In contrast, if a statement is
present in a method declaration template’s body, it should also oc-
cur in bindings for its predicate argument. Whenever the template
body comprises multiple statements, some additional constraints
enforce their ordering. As we will see later on, these sequencing
constraints are however behavioral in nature.

2.4.2 Behavioral Constraints Imposed by Expressions
Section 2.2 used a particular implementation variant of the getter
method pattern to point out the necessity of including behavioral
information in a query language’s search strategy. In this imple-
mentation, the return statement’s expression is not just the name of
the protected field, but rather an arbitrary expression whose run-
time value happens to coincide with the value of the field. Detect-
ing such a variant requires information about the run-time values to
which expressions evaluate.

A behavioral meta model For run-time information to be valid
for every possible program execution, a static analysis however has
to introduce some abstractions !Carlos: I didn’t understand this
phrase". Informally, many static analyses can be regarded as if
they were executing the analysed program with abstract descrip-
tions of the concrete values that appear during an ordinary program
execution. This is especially true for those analyses constructed ac-
cording to the abstract interpretation methodology [5]. To make this
idea somewhat more tangible, an integer expression’s parity can for
instance be used as an abstract description of the set of it’s possible
run-time values. Of course, parity abstract value descriptions are of
little use when run-time information is needed to resolve general-
purpose template queries.

As run-time interactions between objects shape a program’s
overall behavior in the object-oriented paradigm, statically-obtained
knowledge about the objects an expression might evaluate to is cru-
cial in resolving template queries about this program. This knowl-
edge can be derived through a points-to analysis [25]. Such a static
analysis computes at compile-time the set of all heap objects a ref-
erence might point to during an execution of the program. We will
use these points-to sets as abstract value descriptions for reference
expressions in the program’s behavioral meta model.

To obtain points-to sets, we rely on the Spark [19] toolkit of the
Soot Java Optimization Framework. It implements a conservative
flow-insensitive, context-insensitive points-to analysis for Java. Al-
though flow-insensitiveness and context-insensitiveness are one of
the major sources of imprecision in the analysis of object-oriented
programs, they also guarantee a reasonably efficient computation

4 At this point, it should be noted that the design of our template language is
still a work in progress. In the future, we would for instance like to include
features to query the base program for methods with an empty body.

[16] —whereas the precision of the analysis results has until now
been sufficient for our purposes.

Resolving expression templates While the above describes the
nature of the necessary behavioral information, we have not yet
detailed how this information is involved in the resolution of ex-
pression templates. After all, logic template constructs contain a
mixture of concrete source code and logic variables describing a
pattern’s prototypical implementation. For the sake of simplicity,
we’ll concentrate on the resolution of cast expression templates.
Other expression templates are resolved analogously.

Both the type and the subexpression part of the code in a cast
expression’s template impose constraints on the bindings for the
template’s predicate argument. A first constraint demands this ar-
gument to be bound to a cast in the program under investigation.
A second constraint requires the compatibility of the type the tem-
plate’s subexpression is cast to and the type the program’s subex-
pression is cast to. As these constraints are still exclusively syn-
tactic, they can be verified against the source code meta model.
This is however no longer the case for the constraint imposed by
the template’s subexpression. This constraint does not demand the
syntactic equivalence of both cast subexpressions, but demands the
abstract descriptions of their possible run-time values to be com-
patible instead. With points-to sets being the designated abstract
value descriptions, this constraint amounts to determining whether
both intersect. Put differently, although the casts’ subexpressions
might deviate syntax-wise, the constraint isn’t violated in case the
behavioral meta model indicates they might evaluate to overlap-
ping sets of objects at run-time. However, as templates can contain
logic variables as well, in reality there’s a full-fledged unification
procedure behind this constraint [8].

The same constraint-based resolution applies to expressions
within a statement template. This way, logic templates resolve to
base program elements implementing similar behavior. The fol-
lowing query highlights this property of our logic pattern query
language:

if jtStatement(?s1){ return ?expression; },
jtStatement(?s2){ return ?expression; },
differs(?s1, ?s2)

It resolves to the set of all return statements ?s1 and ?s2 that syn-
tactically differ, but might return overlapping sets of objects at
run-time. For the second return statement’s expression, any com-
plicated expression is allowed provided it possibly evaluates dur-
ing a program execution to the first return statement’s expression.
The second template’s ?expression variable effectively introduces
a constraint on the possible values returned by any matching return
statement.

2.4.3 Behavioral Constraints Imposed by Statement
Sequences

In the previous section, we have briefly described the resolution of
a logic template for an individual statement and the expressions it
contains. However, two additional constraints need to be imposed
on the resolution of a block statement or method body template.
The resolution for each individual statement in the template must
in some way be contained by the resolution of the template itself,
i.e. the value bound to its predicate argument. This is enforced by
a containment constraint. Moreover, the resolved statements must
be executed in an order compatible with the order specified in
the template. This is enforced by an ordering constraint. As we
will see, the validation of these constraints in a program querying
setting calls for yet another behavioral program meta model.

Figure 9 illustrates this need using a template query for a block
statement ?block containing three consecutive statements ?s1, ?s2
and ?s3. In order to detect as many implementation variants as pos-
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1/ control flow constraint

2/ kind constraint (statement or expression statement)

?s’s in interprocedural control-flow of ?block

present in a method declaration template’s body, it should also oc-
cur in bindings for its predicate argument. Whenever the template
body comprises multiple statements, some additional constraints
enforce their ordering. As we will see later on, these sequencing
constraints are however behavioral in nature.

2.4.2 Behavioral Constraints Imposed by Expressions
Section 2.2 used a particular implementation variant of the getter
method pattern to point out the necessity of including behavioral
information in a query language’s search strategy. In this imple-
mentation, the return statement’s expression is not just the name of
the protected field, but rather an arbitrary expression whose run-
time value happens to coincide with the value of the field. Detect-
ing such a variant requires information about the run-time values
expressions evaluate to.

A behavioral meta model For run-time information to be valid
for every possible program execution, a static analysis however
has to introduce some abstractions. Informally, many static anal-
yses can be regarded as if they were executing the analysed pro-
gram with abstract descriptions of the concrete values that appear
during an ordinary program execution. This is especially true for
those analyses constructed according to the abstract interpretation
methodology [4]. To make this idea somewhat more tangible, an
integer expression’s parity can for instance be used as an abstract
description of the set of it’s possible run-time values. Of course,
parity abstract value descriptions are of little use when run-time
information is needed to resolve general-purpose template queries.

As run-time interactions between objects shape a program’s
overall behavior in the object-oriented paradigm, statically-obtained
knowledge about the objects an expression might evaluate to is cru-
cial in resolving template queries about this program. This knowl-
edge can be derived through a points-to analysis [24]. Such a static
analysis computes at compile-time the set of all heap objects a ref-
erence might point to during an execution of the program. We will
use these points-to sets as abstract value descriptions for reference
expressions in the program’s behavioral meta model.

To obtain points-to sets, we rely on the Spark [15] toolkit of the
Soot Java Optimization Framework. It implements a conservative
flow-insensitive, context-insensitive points-to analysis for Java. In-
formally, a flow-insensitive analysis disregards the order of state-
ments in a method and is thus unable to take strong updates to
variables into account (e.g. an assignment overriding a previous
variable assignment). A context-insensitive analysis on the other
hand, doesn’t perform a separate analysis for the different calling
contexts of a method. Although flow-insensitiveness and context-
insensitiveness are one of the major sources of imprecision in the
analysis of object-oriented programs, they also guarantee a reason-
ably efficient computation [12] —whereas the precision of the anal-
ysis results has until now been sufficient for our purposes.

Resolving expression templates While the above describes the
nature of the necessary behavioral information, we have not yet
detailed how this information is involved in the resolution of ex-
pression templates. After all, logic template constructs contain a
mixture of concrete source code and logic variables describing a
pattern’s prototypical implementation. For the sake of simplicity,
we’ll concentrate on the resolution of cast expression templates.
Other expression templates are resolved analogously.

Both the type and the subexpression part of the code in a cast
expression’s template impose constraints on the bindings for the
template’s predicate argument. A first constraint demands this ar-
gument to be bound to a cast in the program under investigation.
A second constraint requires the compatibility of the type the tem-
plate’s subexpression is cast to and the type the program’s subex-
pression is cast to. As these constraints are still exclusively syn-

tactic, they can be verified against the source code meta model.
This is however no longer the case for the constraint imposed by
the template’s subexpression. This constraint does not demand the
syntactic equivalence of both cast subexpressions, but demands the
abstract descriptions of their possible run-time values to be com-
patible instead. With points-to sets being the designated abstract
value descriptions, this constraint amounts to determining whether
both intersect. Put differently, although the casts’ subexpressions
might deviate syntax-wise, the constraint isn’t violated in case the
behavioral meta model indicates they might evaluate to overlap-
ping sets of objects at run-time. However, as templates can contain
logic variables as well, in reality there’s a full-fledged unification
procedure behind this constraint [21].

The same constraint-based resolution applies to expressions
within a statement template. This way, logic templates resolve to
base program elements implementing similar behavior. The fol-
lowing query highlights this property of our logic pattern query
language:

if jtStatement(?s1){ return ?expression; },
jtStatement(?s2){ return ?expression; },
differs(?s1, ?s2)

It resolves to the set of all return statements ?s1 and ?s2 that syn-
tactically differ, but might return overlapping sets of objects at
run-time. For the second return statement’s expression, any com-
plicated expression is allowed provided it possibly evaluates dur-
ing a program execution to the first return statement’s expression.
The second template’s ?expression variable effectively introduces
a constraint on the possible values returned by any matching return
statement.

2.4.3 Behavioral Constraints Imposed by Statement
Sequences

As illustrated by Figure 8, a method declaration template’s body
may contain several statements that must be resolved. In the pre-
vious section, we have briefly described the resolution of a logic
template for an individual statement and the expressions it con-
tains. However, on the resolution of multiple statements within a
block or method body template, two additional types of constraints
have to be imposed. The resolution for each individual statement in
the template must in some way be contained by the resolution of the
template itself, i.e. the value bound to its predicate argument. This
is enforced by a containment constraint. Moreover, the resolved
statements must be executed in an order compatible with the order
that was specified in the template. This is enforced by an ordering
constraint. As we will see, the validation of these constraints in a
program querying setting calls for yet another behavioral program
meta model. The following template query for a block statement
?block containing three consecutive statements ?s1, ?s2 and ?s3
will illustrate this need:

if jtStatement(?block){ ?s1; ?s2; ?s3;}

Recalling our design decision to impose constraints only for
the concrete syntax elements explicitly specified in a template,
the ordering constraint should take into account the possibility of
other statements between the resolved ?s1, ?s2 and ?s3 statements.
Likewise, the containment constraint should take possible layers of
indirections into account.

{
a();
{ ?s2; };
b();

}
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a() {
?s1;

}

b() {
c();

}

c() {
?s3;

}

behavioral
also
simplest call graph is obtained through class hierarchy analysis,

while correct it is also pretty imprecise and large as it assumes that
all refercnes can point to any object of the correct type however, as
we already had to compute points-to analysis information for the
behavioral meta model used to resolve expression templates, the
same information can be used to

for each method reachabl
In contrast, if a statement is present in a method declaration

template’s body, it should also occur in bindings for its predicate
argument. Whenever the template body comprises multiple state-
ments, some additional constraints enforce their ordering. As we
will see later on, these sequencing constraints are however behav-
ioral in nature.

2.5 An Open Implementation
To conclude our exposition, we think it is useful to mention that
the entire matching process of the source code templates can be
adapted in a straightforward way. Each of the templates is actually
translated automatically to a logic query that expresses the con-
straints described in the template. This translation process is again
executed by a logic program which can be changed to change the
semantics of the source code templates. We can, for example, adapt
the translation such that the queries no longer use the behavioral
information of the code, or we can include additional meta mod-
els and incorporate their use in the matching process. In essence,
we have set up an environment where we can now easily exper-
iment with different matching processes and meta models. The
open-ended implementation of the translation process is an integral
part of the last version of the SOUL language [25].

3. Practical Detection of Interesting
Implementation Patterns

In this section, we demonstrate the detection of some interesting
implementation patterns by means of our source code templates.
In particular, we apply them to the detection of accessor meth-
ods, inadvertent method invocations on null and erroneous behavior
during iterations over collections. Although there exist dedicated
techniques for the detection of each of these patterns, we primar-
ily intend to demonstrate how our technique provides a uniform
language to describe them all. In doing so, we illustrate how de-
velopers can use our technique to detect patterns that are specific to
their development context. Each of the examples illustrates how the
declarative description of a source code template can detect multi-
ple instantiations of the same pattern, as long as the pattern adheres
to the intention that is expressed in the template. The combination
of behavioral and structural similarity matching is an important en-
abling technique in all of these examples.

3.1 Detecting and Enforcing Accessor Methods
The use of accessor methods is an example of good practice in
object-oriented software development. Accessor methods provide

disciplined access to the data fields contained in the objects and are
useful to invoke additional behavior upon each access or update to
the data fields. In order for accessors to work correctly, developers
need to be enforced to use them. A tool that assists in their enforce-
ment needs to detect any references to variables that do not occur
within the scope of an accessor method. However, since there are
many ways to implement an accessor method, the specification of
detection rules that find all these styles of accessor methods can be
a hard and complex process.

In figure 9, we show some typical accessor methods that each
exhibit different structure and behavior. The setHour method first
verifies the incoming value and, if appropriate, assigns the value
to the hour variable. Next, it also triggers the dependency up-
date mechanism. The gethourlazy method is an example of a
lazy accessor method, i.e. the variable is only assigned a value
upon the first execution of the accessor method. Similarly, the
gethourlazytoo method is a variation of the same behavior,
but with some different structure. Finally, the getBuffer and
setBuffer methods are accessor methods for the buffer vari-
able. These are yet another example of accessor methods in which
we implement the behavior of a buffer: the buffer variable can
only be assigned a new value if it is emptied, which occurs upon a
retrieval of its value.

The detection of all these different styles of accessor methods
can be relatively straightforward, as we show in figure 10 which
contains two separate queries to achieve this purpose. The first
query (lines 1–6) detects the getter methods and the second query
(lines 8–13) detects the setter methods. Both queries make use of a
complete class template because they need to match both the actual
accessor method as well as the declaration of the field it references.
This is because the getter methods are detected as those methods
that return the value of a private instance variable of the class.
This can be observed on lines 3 and 4, because the ?field logic
variable must both bind to the declaration of the instance variable
as well as to the expression that is returned. In other words, the
field and the expression need to be the same. However, because
the template is not only matched using structural matching on the
source code, but also through behavioral similarity, all methods
that eventually may return the value of the field are detected as
getter methods. This template thus does not restrict that the method
body must syntactically return the variable, but rather imposes
a behavioral similarity constraint on the value returned by the
method. Furthermore, the getter method’s signature must have no
arguments and its return type needs to be identical to the type of the
field. Again, this is expressed in the template because we use the
same logic variable ?type to bind to the return type of the method
and to the type of the field. This part of the template does require
structural matching on the source. Likewise, the setter methods are
detected as those methods that assign their sole argument to the a
private field, and the type of the argument needs to be identical to
the type of the field.

These queries can be further refined with additional constraints
that verify the naming conventions or other possible coding conven-
tions that are agreed upon by the development team. Furthermore,
a tool can use the results of these queries to verify if all direct field
accesses occur in a method that is detected as an accessor method.

3.2 Finding ”Inadvertent Invocation on null” bugs
A software development environment often signals the developers
about incorrect syntax, inexistent method names, incorrect variable
references, etc. Many development environments are even extensi-
ble in the sense that they permit to write plugins that can produce
additional warnings which are otherwise only detected at compile-
time or even at run-time. One such a run-time error is the invocation
of a message on the null value. Such an error typically occurs in
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while correct it is also pretty imprecise and large as it assumes that
all refercnes can point to any object of the correct type however, as
we already had to compute points-to analysis information for the
behavioral meta model used to resolve expression templates, the
same information can be used to

for each method reachabl
In contrast, if a statement is present in a method declaration

template’s body, it should also occur in bindings for its predicate
argument. Whenever the template body comprises multiple state-
ments, some additional constraints enforce their ordering. As we
will see later on, these sequencing constraints are however behav-
ioral in nature.

2.5 An Open Implementation
To conclude our exposition, we think it is useful to mention that
the entire matching process of the source code templates can be
adapted in a straightforward way. Each of the templates is actually
translated automatically to a logic query that expresses the con-
straints described in the template. This translation process is again
executed by a logic program which can be changed to change the
semantics of the source code templates. We can, for example, adapt
the translation such that the queries no longer use the behavioral
information of the code, or we can include additional meta mod-
els and incorporate their use in the matching process. In essence,
we have set up an environment where we can now easily exper-
iment with different matching processes and meta models. The
open-ended implementation of the translation process is an integral
part of the last version of the SOUL language [25].

3. Practical Detection of Interesting
Implementation Patterns

In this section, we demonstrate the detection of some interesting
implementation patterns by means of our source code templates.
In particular, we apply them to the detection of accessor meth-
ods, inadvertent method invocations on null and erroneous behavior
during iterations over collections. Although there exist dedicated
techniques for the detection of each of these patterns, we primar-
ily intend to demonstrate how our technique provides a uniform
language to describe them all. In doing so, we illustrate how de-
velopers can use our technique to detect patterns that are specific to
their development context. Each of the examples illustrates how the
declarative description of a source code template can detect multi-
ple instantiations of the same pattern, as long as the pattern adheres
to the intention that is expressed in the template. The combination
of behavioral and structural similarity matching is an important en-
abling technique in all of these examples.

3.1 Detecting and Enforcing Accessor Methods
The use of accessor methods is an example of good practice in
object-oriented software development. Accessor methods provide

disciplined access to the data fields contained in the objects and are
useful to invoke additional behavior upon each access or update to
the data fields. In order for accessors to work correctly, developers
need to be enforced to use them. A tool that assists in their enforce-
ment needs to detect any references to variables that do not occur
within the scope of an accessor method. However, since there are
many ways to implement an accessor method, the specification of
detection rules that find all these styles of accessor methods can be
a hard and complex process.

In figure 9, we show some typical accessor methods that each
exhibit different structure and behavior. The setHour method first
verifies the incoming value and, if appropriate, assigns the value
to the hour variable. Next, it also triggers the dependency up-
date mechanism. The gethourlazy method is an example of a
lazy accessor method, i.e. the variable is only assigned a value
upon the first execution of the accessor method. Similarly, the
gethourlazytoo method is a variation of the same behavior,
but with some different structure. Finally, the getBuffer and
setBuffer methods are accessor methods for the buffer vari-
able. These are yet another example of accessor methods in which
we implement the behavior of a buffer: the buffer variable can
only be assigned a new value if it is emptied, which occurs upon a
retrieval of its value.

The detection of all these different styles of accessor methods
can be relatively straightforward, as we show in figure 10 which
contains two separate queries to achieve this purpose. The first
query (lines 1–6) detects the getter methods and the second query
(lines 8–13) detects the setter methods. Both queries make use of a
complete class template because they need to match both the actual
accessor method as well as the declaration of the field it references.
This is because the getter methods are detected as those methods
that return the value of a private instance variable of the class.
This can be observed on lines 3 and 4, because the ?field logic
variable must both bind to the declaration of the instance variable
as well as to the expression that is returned. In other words, the
field and the expression need to be the same. However, because
the template is not only matched using structural matching on the
source code, but also through behavioral similarity, all methods
that eventually may return the value of the field are detected as
getter methods. This template thus does not restrict that the method
body must syntactically return the variable, but rather imposes
a behavioral similarity constraint on the value returned by the
method. Furthermore, the getter method’s signature must have no
arguments and its return type needs to be identical to the type of the
field. Again, this is expressed in the template because we use the
same logic variable ?type to bind to the return type of the method
and to the type of the field. This part of the template does require
structural matching on the source. Likewise, the setter methods are
detected as those methods that assign their sole argument to the a
private field, and the type of the argument needs to be identical to
the type of the field.

These queries can be further refined with additional constraints
that verify the naming conventions or other possible coding conven-
tions that are agreed upon by the development team. Furthermore,
a tool can use the results of these queries to verify if all direct field
accesses occur in a method that is detected as an accessor method.

3.2 Finding ”Inadvertent Invocation on null” bugs
A software development environment often signals the developers
about incorrect syntax, inexistent method names, incorrect variable
references, etc. Many development environments are even extensi-
ble in the sense that they permit to write plugins that can produce
additional warnings which are otherwise only detected at compile-
time or even at run-time. One such a run-time error is the invocation
of a message on the null value. Such an error typically occurs in
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while correct it is also pretty imprecise and large as it assumes that
all refercnes can point to any object of the correct type however, as
we already had to compute points-to analysis information for the
behavioral meta model used to resolve expression templates, the
same information can be used to

for each method reachabl
In contrast, if a statement is present in a method declaration

template’s body, it should also occur in bindings for its predicate
argument. Whenever the template body comprises multiple state-
ments, some additional constraints enforce their ordering. As we
will see later on, these sequencing constraints are however behav-
ioral in nature.

2.5 An Open Implementation
To conclude our exposition, we think it is useful to mention that
the entire matching process of the source code templates can be
adapted in a straightforward way. Each of the templates is actually
translated automatically to a logic query that expresses the con-
straints described in the template. This translation process is again
executed by a logic program which can be changed to change the
semantics of the source code templates. We can, for example, adapt
the translation such that the queries no longer use the behavioral
information of the code, or we can include additional meta mod-
els and incorporate their use in the matching process. In essence,
we have set up an environment where we can now easily exper-
iment with different matching processes and meta models. The
open-ended implementation of the translation process is an integral
part of the last version of the SOUL language [25].

3. Practical Detection of Interesting
Implementation Patterns

In this section, we demonstrate the detection of some interesting
implementation patterns by means of our source code templates.
In particular, we apply them to the detection of accessor meth-
ods, inadvertent method invocations on null and erroneous behavior
during iterations over collections. Although there exist dedicated
techniques for the detection of each of these patterns, we primar-
ily intend to demonstrate how our technique provides a uniform
language to describe them all. In doing so, we illustrate how de-
velopers can use our technique to detect patterns that are specific to
their development context. Each of the examples illustrates how the
declarative description of a source code template can detect multi-
ple instantiations of the same pattern, as long as the pattern adheres
to the intention that is expressed in the template. The combination
of behavioral and structural similarity matching is an important en-
abling technique in all of these examples.

3.1 Detecting and Enforcing Accessor Methods
The use of accessor methods is an example of good practice in
object-oriented software development. Accessor methods provide

disciplined access to the data fields contained in the objects and are
useful to invoke additional behavior upon each access or update to
the data fields. In order for accessors to work correctly, developers
need to be enforced to use them. A tool that assists in their enforce-
ment needs to detect any references to variables that do not occur
within the scope of an accessor method. However, since there are
many ways to implement an accessor method, the specification of
detection rules that find all these styles of accessor methods can be
a hard and complex process.

In figure 9, we show some typical accessor methods that each
exhibit different structure and behavior. The setHour method first
verifies the incoming value and, if appropriate, assigns the value
to the hour variable. Next, it also triggers the dependency up-
date mechanism. The gethourlazy method is an example of a
lazy accessor method, i.e. the variable is only assigned a value
upon the first execution of the accessor method. Similarly, the
gethourlazytoo method is a variation of the same behavior,
but with some different structure. Finally, the getBuffer and
setBuffer methods are accessor methods for the buffer vari-
able. These are yet another example of accessor methods in which
we implement the behavior of a buffer: the buffer variable can
only be assigned a new value if it is emptied, which occurs upon a
retrieval of its value.

The detection of all these different styles of accessor methods
can be relatively straightforward, as we show in figure 10 which
contains two separate queries to achieve this purpose. The first
query (lines 1–6) detects the getter methods and the second query
(lines 8–13) detects the setter methods. Both queries make use of a
complete class template because they need to match both the actual
accessor method as well as the declaration of the field it references.
This is because the getter methods are detected as those methods
that return the value of a private instance variable of the class.
This can be observed on lines 3 and 4, because the ?field logic
variable must both bind to the declaration of the instance variable
as well as to the expression that is returned. In other words, the
field and the expression need to be the same. However, because
the template is not only matched using structural matching on the
source code, but also through behavioral similarity, all methods
that eventually may return the value of the field are detected as
getter methods. This template thus does not restrict that the method
body must syntactically return the variable, but rather imposes
a behavioral similarity constraint on the value returned by the
method. Furthermore, the getter method’s signature must have no
arguments and its return type needs to be identical to the type of the
field. Again, this is expressed in the template because we use the
same logic variable ?type to bind to the return type of the method
and to the type of the field. This part of the template does require
structural matching on the source. Likewise, the setter methods are
detected as those methods that assign their sole argument to the a
private field, and the type of the argument needs to be identical to
the type of the field.

These queries can be further refined with additional constraints
that verify the naming conventions or other possible coding conven-
tions that are agreed upon by the development team. Furthermore,
a tool can use the results of these queries to verify if all direct field
accesses occur in a method that is detected as an accessor method.

3.2 Finding ”Inadvertent Invocation on null” bugs
A software development environment often signals the developers
about incorrect syntax, inexistent method names, incorrect variable
references, etc. Many development environments are even extensi-
ble in the sense that they permit to write plugins that can produce
additional warnings which are otherwise only detected at compile-
time or even at run-time. One such a run-time error is the invocation
of a message on the null value. Such an error typically occurs in
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if jtStatement(?block){ ?s1; ?s2; ?s3;}

Figure 9. Multiple layers and kinds of indirection for the contain-
ment and ordering constraint to take into account.

sible, the containment constraint should take multiple layers of pos-
sible indirections into account. Depicted is a matching block state-
ment wherein statement ?s2 resides in another block statement and
wherein statement ?s3 is amongst the statements in a method called
from a method called from within the matching block statement.
Statements can thus be contained within any other statement reach-
able from the template’s ?block binding. In addition to these indi-
rections, the ordering constraint has to take into account the pos-
sibility of other statements between the resolved ?s1, ?s2 and ?s3
statements —recalling our design decision to impose constraints
only for the concrete syntax elements explicitly specified in a tem-
plate.

Another behavioral meta model Accommodating the needs of
the containment constraint, the second behavioral program meta
model offers information about the methods reachable from a par-
ticular source statement. This information corresponds to all tar-
get methods within the application found on a transitive call chain
starting at the source statement. To accommodate the needs of the
ordering constraint, every edge along this call chain has a number
representing its position in the chain. Statement ?s3 can be reached
taking the first invocation in the method found by following the
second invocation in the ?block statement.

This kind of information can be obtained statically through a
call graph analysis. For this, we are once more relying on the Soot
Java Optimization Framework. Since it already had to perform a
points-to analysis for our previous behavioral meta model, it is
moreover able to compute a reasonably precise call graph for each
polymorphic call site by pruning method invocation candidates
based on the site’s points-to set. Less precise analyses have to resort
to elimination based on the call site’s declared type.

2.5 An Open Implementation
To conclude our exposition of the template constructs, we think
it is useful to mention that their entire resolution strategy can be
adapted in a straightforward way. Each of the templates is actually
translated automatically to a logic query expressing the constraints
specified in the template. This translation process is again executed
by a logic program which can be changed to alter the semantics of
the source code templates. We can, for example, adapt the trans-
lation such that the queries no longer use behavioral information
about the code, or we can include additional meta models and in-
corporate their use in the matching process. In essence, we have
set up an environment where we can now easily experiment with
different resolution strategies and meta models. The open-ended
implementation of the translation process is an integral part of the
latest version of the SOUL logic program query language [26].

3. Practical Detection of Interesting
Implementation Patterns

In this section, we demonstrate the detection of some interesting
implementation patterns by means of our source code templates.

In particular, we apply them to the detection of accessor meth-
ods, inadvertent method invocations on null and erroneous behavior
during iterations over collections. Although there exist dedicated
techniques for the detection of each of these patterns, we primar-
ily intend to demonstrate how our technique provides a uniform
language to describe them all. In doing so, we illustrate how de-
velopers can use our technique to detect patterns that are specific to
their development context. Each of the examples illustrates how the
declarative description of a source code template can detect multi-
ple instantiations of the same pattern, as long as the pattern adheres
to the intention that is expressed in the template. The combination
of behavioral and structural similarity matching is an important en-
abling technique in all of these examples.

3.1 Detecting and Enforcing Accessor Methods
The use of accessor methods is an example of good practice in
object-oriented software development. Accessor methods provide
disciplined access to the data fields contained in the objects and are
useful to invoke additional behavior upon each access or update to
the data fields. In order for accessors to work correctly, developers
need to be enforced to use them. A tool that assists in their enforce-
ment needs to detect any references to variables that do not occur
within the scope of an accessor method. However, since there are
many ways to implement an accessor method, the specification of
detection rules that find all these styles of accessor methods can be
a hard and complex process.

In Figure 10, we show some typical accessor methods that each
exhibit different structure and behavior. The setHour method first
verifies the incoming value and, if appropriate, assigns the value
to the hour variable. Next, it also triggers the dependency up-
date mechanism. The gethourlazy method is an example of a
lazy accessor method, i.e. the variable is only assigned a value
upon the first execution of the accessor method. Similarly, the
gethourlazytoo method is a variation of the same behavior,
but with some different structure. Finally, the getBuffer and
setBuffer methods are accessor methods for the buffer vari-
able. These are yet another example of accessor methods in which
we implement the behavior of a buffer: the buffer variable can
only be assigned a new value if it is emptied, which occurs upon a
retrieval of its value.

The detection of all these different styles of accessor methods
can be relatively straightforward, as we show in Figure 11 which
contains two separate queries to achieve this purpose. The first
query (lines 1–6) detects the getter methods and the second query
(lines 8–13) detects the setter methods. Both queries make use of a
complete class template because they need to match both the actual
accessor method as well as the declaration of the field it references.
This is because the getter methods are detected as those methods
that return the value of a private instance variable of the class.
This can be observed on lines 3 and 4, because the ?field logic
variable must both bind to the declaration of the instance variable
as well as to the expression that is returned. In other words, the
field and the expression need to be the same. However, because
the template is not only matched using structural matching on the
source code, but also through behavioral similarity, all methods
that eventually may return the value of the field are detected as
getter methods. This template thus does not restrict that the method
body must syntactically return the variable, but rather imposes
a behavioral similarity constraint on the value returned by the
method. Furthermore, the getter method’s signature must have no
arguments and its return type needs to be identical to the type of the
field. Again, this is expressed in the template because we use the
same logic variable ?type to bind to the return type of the method
and to the type of the field. This part of the template does require
structural matching on the source. Likewise, the setter methods are
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Template Semantics: Statements and Expressions

?m

has an expression ?e which matches ?x.m() 

has a return statement return(?val) among its lexical statements

in its inter-procedural control flow (before the statement statement)

the statement’s returned expression ?val unifies with ?e

jtMethodDeclaration(?m) {
?modList ?type ?name(?argList) {

return ?x.m();
} 

}	

public A method() {
A local = ?x.m();
return local;

} 	
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public List list;

public void insertElement(Object x) {
 Iterator i = list.iterator();
 while(i.hasNext()) {
	 Object o = i.next();
	 operation(x, (Collection) this.self().list);
 }
}

public void operation(Object o, Collection c) {
  c.add(o);
}

An Example: Concurrent Modification Exceptions
16

1 public List list;
2

3 public void initializeContainer() {
4 List l = new LinkedList();
5 list = l;
6 }
7

8 public void insertElement(Object x) {
9 Iterator i = list.iterator();

10

11 while(i.hasNext()) {
12 Object o = i.next();
13 operation(x, (Collection) this.self().list);
14 }
15 }
16

17 public void operation(Object o, Collection c) {
18 c.add(o);
19 }
20

21 public Example self() {
22 return this;
23 }

Figure 14. Modification of a container during iteration.

branch. Obviously, if our matching algorithm would only match
the then-branches that directly contain a single method invocation,
we would not find many bugs using this query. Because of the
behavioral matching of statement sequences using the call-graph
analysis, we can safely restrict the template to those statements that
are essential to the pattern. Finally, although our template uses the
same variable in the condition of the if-statement as well as in the
method invocation, the actual code that will be found does not have
to because we match the variables based on the points-to analysis.
This means that any expression that evaluates to the same value as
the variable x will be matched.

3.3 Detecting Concurrent Modification Exceptions
Another possible bug in Java programs happens when a modifica-
tion is made to a collection that is currently being iterated over. This
bug will appear upon execution of the insertElement method
in the code of Figure 14. This method executes an iteration over
a Linkedlist collection object during which it calls the method
operation that adds the element to the collection. However, a col-
lection that is under iteration may not be modified and therefore,
a ConcurrentModificationException will be thrown and the
program crashes. Obviously, in this small code snippet, the bug is
easily detectable by the human developer but the same observation
does not hold for large programs written by different developers.
Therefore, we want to implement the automated detection of such
concurrent modifications and we can do so by writing and execut-
ing a query in our tool.

The query in Figure 15 shows how we can detect one possi-
ble occurrence of the bug. It searches for all while-statements that
use an iterator ?iterator to loop over a collection ?collection and
that perform an addition on that collection during the execution
of the while-body. On line 3, the query also states that the value
that is bound to the logic variable ?iterator is actually an itera-
tor object that is obtained by invoking iterator() on the collec-
tion object ?collection. This particular query will thus detect the
bug that is present in the code snippet of Figure 14. The template
again requires a matching process that takes both structural as well
as behavioral information into account. For instance, the while-
statement can be found using mere matching on a structural meta
model of the program but the call to the addition operation can oc-
cur anywhere in the control flow of the while-body. Furthermore,
the logic variables ?collection and ?iterator will match with any

1 if jtStatement(?s) {
2 while(?iterator.hasNext()) {
3 ?collection.add(?element);
4 }
5 },
6 jtExpression(?iterator){?collection.iterator()}

Figure 15. Detect additions to a container during iteration.

expression that evaluates to the collection and iterator objects re-
spectively. Once again, because of this matching process, the pro-
totype implementation that is present in the template matches all
actual places in the code where similar behavior and structure is
implemented.

Of course, this template does not detect all possible occurrences
of this bug. For example, we also need to detect removals of
elements and take into account that there are other loop constructs
available in Java. We can detect all these possibilities using multiple
similar templates that each detect a possible case5.

4. Related Work
Several works have been presented on the use of templates for code
base querying. Works that are closely related to our approach are
the LogicAJ2 [27] and Spoon [23] templates that provide a way
of selecting program elements based on whether or not their im-
plementation syntactically matches a given template. Compared to
our approach, matching program elements in a syntactical way re-
quires a template for each of the alternative ways in which a be-
havior can be specified. This renders the templates less expressive
for finding different variations of the same pattern. Behavioral pat-
terns are better supported in the Trace-matches [2] AspectJ exten-
sion. In it, interesting patterns on the call-graph are defined as reg-
ular expressions that are matched during the execution of the pro-
gram. Trace matches are similar in spirit to our interpretation of
statement sequences in source code templates. Their use of regular
expressions even permits to define more complex sequences, for
example allowing repetition of edges as well as optional or alterna-
tive edges. However, trace matches operate on an online dynamic
analysis while our approach uses an offline call-graph analysis in
combination with other representations of the program.

In the domain of program transformation, templates normally
serve as a condition to a rewrite rule. In JaTS [6], a transforma-
tion is specified as a left hand side template, that must match to
the elements which will be transformed, and a right hand side tem-
plate which will be used instantiated to replace the matched ele-
ments. SmPL [24] follows a similar principle, it is specified not as
a LHS - RHS rule, but as a Unix diff file that on a single template
defines the changes that must occur on matching elements. SmPL
allows for more semantic matches than JaTS by relaying on the
function’s control flow to match on sequences of statements, and
on code isomorphisms to cope with the different ways to specify
a behavior (for example, in C, X == null ! !X). The analysis
done in SmPL, however, is intraprocedural only, and does not take
into account aliasing between variables on its matching; neverthe-
less, the use of isomorphisms permit a greater, albeit limited, degree
of variability than what our approach offers.

Finally, PQL [20] is a domain specific language that uses
template-like queries to match on context-sensitive traces of the
program. These traces represent, for example, security flaws, vi-
olations to design rules, or possible unsafe behaviors. PQL is the
closest work to ours, although it is not a complete template lan-

5 We are also currently working on an extension of the templates to express
more variability (such as logical ’or’) inside the templates themselves.
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public List list;

public void insertElement(Object x) {
 Iterator i = list.iterator();
 while(i.hasNext()) {
	 Object o = i.next();
	 operation(x, (Collection) this.self().list);
 }
}

public void operation(Object o, Collection c) {
  c.add(o);
}

An Example: Concurrent Modification Exceptions
16

?s

in cflow 
of while

1 public List list;
2

3 public void initializeContainer() {
4 List l = new LinkedList();
5 list = l;
6 }
7

8 public void insertElement(Object x) {
9 Iterator i = list.iterator();

10

11 while(i.hasNext()) {
12 Object o = i.next();
13 operation(x, (Collection) this.self().list);
14 }
15 }
16

17 public void operation(Object o, Collection c) {
18 c.add(o);
19 }
20

21 public Example self() {
22 return this;
23 }

Figure 14. Modification of a container during iteration.

branch. Obviously, if our matching algorithm would only match
the then-branches that directly contain a single method invocation,
we would not find many bugs using this query. Because of the
behavioral matching of statement sequences using the call-graph
analysis, we can safely restrict the template to those statements that
are essential to the pattern. Finally, although our template uses the
same variable in the condition of the if-statement as well as in the
method invocation, the actual code that will be found does not have
to because we match the variables based on the points-to analysis.
This means that any expression that evaluates to the same value as
the variable x will be matched.

3.3 Detecting Concurrent Modification Exceptions
Another possible bug in Java programs happens when a modifica-
tion is made to a collection that is currently being iterated over. This
bug will appear upon execution of the insertElement method
in the code of Figure 14. This method executes an iteration over
a Linkedlist collection object during which it calls the method
operation that adds the element to the collection. However, a col-
lection that is under iteration may not be modified and therefore,
a ConcurrentModificationException will be thrown and the
program crashes. Obviously, in this small code snippet, the bug is
easily detectable by the human developer but the same observation
does not hold for large programs written by different developers.
Therefore, we want to implement the automated detection of such
concurrent modifications and we can do so by writing and execut-
ing a query in our tool.

The query in Figure 15 shows how we can detect one possi-
ble occurrence of the bug. It searches for all while-statements that
use an iterator ?iterator to loop over a collection ?collection and
that perform an addition on that collection during the execution
of the while-body. On line 3, the query also states that the value
that is bound to the logic variable ?iterator is actually an itera-
tor object that is obtained by invoking iterator() on the collec-
tion object ?collection. This particular query will thus detect the
bug that is present in the code snippet of Figure 14. The template
again requires a matching process that takes both structural as well
as behavioral information into account. For instance, the while-
statement can be found using mere matching on a structural meta
model of the program but the call to the addition operation can oc-
cur anywhere in the control flow of the while-body. Furthermore,
the logic variables ?collection and ?iterator will match with any

1 if jtStatement(?s) {
2 while(?iterator.hasNext()) {
3 ?collection.add(?element);
4 }
5 },
6 jtExpression(?iterator){?collection.iterator()}

Figure 15. Detect additions to a container during iteration.

expression that evaluates to the collection and iterator objects re-
spectively. Once again, because of this matching process, the pro-
totype implementation that is present in the template matches all
actual places in the code where similar behavior and structure is
implemented.

Of course, this template does not detect all possible occurrences
of this bug. For example, we also need to detect removals of
elements and take into account that there are other loop constructs
available in Java. We can detect all these possibilities using multiple
similar templates that each detect a possible case5.

4. Related Work
Several works have been presented on the use of templates for code
base querying. Works that are closely related to our approach are
the LogicAJ2 [27] and Spoon [23] templates that provide a way
of selecting program elements based on whether or not their im-
plementation syntactically matches a given template. Compared to
our approach, matching program elements in a syntactical way re-
quires a template for each of the alternative ways in which a be-
havior can be specified. This renders the templates less expressive
for finding different variations of the same pattern. Behavioral pat-
terns are better supported in the Trace-matches [2] AspectJ exten-
sion. In it, interesting patterns on the call-graph are defined as reg-
ular expressions that are matched during the execution of the pro-
gram. Trace matches are similar in spirit to our interpretation of
statement sequences in source code templates. Their use of regular
expressions even permits to define more complex sequences, for
example allowing repetition of edges as well as optional or alterna-
tive edges. However, trace matches operate on an online dynamic
analysis while our approach uses an offline call-graph analysis in
combination with other representations of the program.

In the domain of program transformation, templates normally
serve as a condition to a rewrite rule. In JaTS [6], a transforma-
tion is specified as a left hand side template, that must match to
the elements which will be transformed, and a right hand side tem-
plate which will be used instantiated to replace the matched ele-
ments. SmPL [24] follows a similar principle, it is specified not as
a LHS - RHS rule, but as a Unix diff file that on a single template
defines the changes that must occur on matching elements. SmPL
allows for more semantic matches than JaTS by relaying on the
function’s control flow to match on sequences of statements, and
on code isomorphisms to cope with the different ways to specify
a behavior (for example, in C, X == null ! !X). The analysis
done in SmPL, however, is intraprocedural only, and does not take
into account aliasing between variables on its matching; neverthe-
less, the use of isomorphisms permit a greater, albeit limited, degree
of variability than what our approach offers.

Finally, PQL [20] is a domain specific language that uses
template-like queries to match on context-sensitive traces of the
program. These traces represent, for example, security flaws, vi-
olations to design rules, or possible unsafe behaviors. PQL is the
closest work to ours, although it is not a complete template lan-

5 We are also currently working on an extension of the templates to express
more variability (such as logical ’or’) inside the templates themselves.
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Summary
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concrete code templates integrated in logic program query language

composition by logic connectives

quantified similarity template-match

open unification framework

unification uniform across regular and template conditions

fuzzy logic

incorporates static analyses in user-transparant way

query conciseness & correctness 

statically determined behavioral similarity

open template compilation rules



The End


